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IN THIS ISSUE 
Will the summer of 2015 be hot and dry or cold 
and rainy? Where will wheat grow best in 2002? 
What will toxic waste of forty years ago do to the 
groundwater tomorrow, and what does it mean to 
the health of our children? 

If scientists can accurately predict the global climate 
50, 10, even 5 years from now, world leaders can 
make informed decisions and, presumably the best 
use of taxpayer dollars , to keep countries at opti
mal agricultural and industrial levels and maintain 
the environmental health of the planet. Credible 
climate prediction depends on powerful computers. 
Today, the majority of environmental work is done 
on Cray Research systems. Cray Research systems 
provide the capabilities needed for timely and cost
effective modeling in climate research and other 
environmental applications. 

In this issue of CRAY CHANNELS, we highlight 
the role of Cray Research systems in weather fore
casting and climate research at several laboratories 
in the United States and Europe. Included are re
ports on groundwater contamination remediation, 
improved weather forecasting, improved manage
ment of satellite data , and land-atmosphere model
ing on the highly parallel CRAY T3D computer 
system. Also in this issue we introduce the CRAY 
]932 system-the latest member of the CRAY 
]90 family of systems- fast becoming a major 
player in environmental applications. 

Our regular departments include information on 
Earthvision, a computational science program for 
elementary and high school students devoted ex
clusively to environmental research; arctic ocean 
modeling being done by scientists at the Arctic 
and Antarctic Research Institute in St. Petersburg, 
Russia; as well as updates on recent application 
releases and an interview with Cray Research's new 
CEO , ]. Phillip Samper. 
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Atmospheric 
reanalysis project 

:ihNational 
Meteorological Center 
Robert Kistler 
Masao Kanamitsu 
john Wooll en 
Suranjana Saha 
and Eugenia Kalnay 

U.S. National 
Meteorological Center 
Washington, D.C. 

Figure 1. Evolution of the 51 
score (percentage relative 
error in the horizontal pressure 
gradient) over North America 
since the beginning of 
numerical weathe r pred ict ion. 
70 represents a useless forecast; 
20 represents a forecast that, 
subject ively, fits well with 
observations. 

Computer weather forecasts issued by 
the U.S. National Meteorological Center (NMC) in 
Washington , D.C., guide forecasts from the U.S. 
National Weather Service (NWS). NMC forecasts 
are performed running (integrating in time) com
puter models of the atmosphere that can simulate, 
given today's weather observations , the evolution 
of the atmosphere in the next few days. The time 
integration of an atmospheric model is an initial 
value problem; a reliable forecast depends on the 
computer model being a realistic representation of 
the atmosphere, with accurate initial conditions. 

NMC, to be renamed the National Centers 
for Environmental Prediction pending congressional 
approval , has performed operational computer 
weather forecasts since the 1950s. From 1955 to 
1973 , the forecasts included only the Northern 
Hemisphere; they have been global since 1973. Over 
the years , the quality of the models and methods 
for using atmospheric observations has improved 
continuously, resulting in the forecast improvements 
shown in Figure l. Unfortunately, every time the 
model or the analysis scheme is improved, the 
change also causes spurious changes in the model 
output. For example, changes in resolution have 
produced large jumps in the estimated air tempera-
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ture over the ocean and the average surface pressure 
over the globe, which are obviously spurious. Other 
more subtle changes are more difficult to separate 
from true climate variations. This problem is 
addressed by performing a reanalysis of past data 
with a frozen analysis and forecast system. 

NMC and the National Center for Atmos
pheric Research (NCAR), Boulder, Colorado , have 
started the Reanalysis Project, supported by the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) Office of Global Programs, the National 
Science Foundation, and the NWS. This reanalysis 
will provide easily accessible data on the state and 
processes of the global atmosphere for the last 
40 years. 

Figure 1 shows the longest available score 
for the skill of numerical weather prediction; it 
measures the 36-hour forecast error in the horizon
tal gradient of the geopotential height at 500 hPa 
(in the middle of the atmosphere) over North 
America. The empirical experience of human fore
casters indicated that a value of 70 corresponded 
to a useless forecast, and a value of 20 was an essen
tially perfect forecast; it was the relative difference 
between analyses hand-made by different forecasters 
fitting the same observed data. 

The improvement in skill over the last 
40 years is due to three factors: 

D Improved resolution of the atmospheric model 
D Better incorporation within the model of small

scale physical processes (clouds, precipitation, 
and turbulent transfers of heat, moisture, momen
tum, and radiation) 

D Use of more accurate methods of data assimila
tion, which have resulted in improved initial 
conditions for the model. 

Availability of advanced supercomputing 
power is critical to these advances. At NMC , the 
operational forecasts are performed on a 16-proces
sor CRAY C90 supercomputer that has 256 Mwords 
of memory The operational global model that will 
be implemented in early 1996 has a horizontal reso
lution of abou t 77 km (triangular truncation T170 
in spherical harmonic domain) and 4 2 vertical levels. 
The model used in 1985 had a much coarser resolu
tion of about 350 km and 12 vertical levels. In just 
over one decade, the number of degrees of freedom 
of the model will increase by a factor of about 20 , 
and the number of computations needed to make a 
one-day forecast will be about 40 times larger. The 
model now includes many detailed- and compu
tationally "expensive- parameterizations of effects, 
such as that of clouds on the amount of solar radia
tion impinging the Earth's surface, or that of soil 
moisture and vegetation on air temperature and rela
tive humidity 

Improvement of the initial conditions for 
the model integrations is equally important. The 
amount and diversity of atmospheric observations 
gathered every day and used for numerical weather 
prediction are staggering: about llOO balloons 
measuring temperature, moisture, and winds are 
launched at 00:00 and 12:00 Greenwich meridian 
time (GMT) . There also are about 16,000 satellite
derived temperature soundings; ll ,OOO satellite wind 



measurements derived from the motion of clouds; 
28,000 surface observations of pressure, tempera
ture, wind, and humidity; and , currently, 16,000 
aircraft observations of temperature and winds. 
These data are distributed unevenly throughout 
the world and vary in accuracy. To start the global 
atmospheric model integration, initial conditions 
are needed for all five prognostic variables of the 
model (two horizontal wind components , tempera
ture, humidity, and surface pressure) at every point 
for every level of the model. ln other words, to per
form forecasts , we need well over 1,000,000 pieces 
of information four times a day, but the observa
tions provide two orders of magnitude less data 
than needed. 

Four-dimensional data assimilation 
To solve this problem of underdetermina

tion, operational weather forecasting centers perform 
"four-dimensional data assimilation." This is done 
through a six-hour analysis cycle that is executed 
for 00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 GMT every day. 
Suppose that the current time is 12:00 GMT of any 
given day, and a six-hour forecast is made by using 
the global atmospheric model. This short forecast 
is a first-guess estimate of the complete state of the 
atmosphere six hours later, at 18 GMT. The data 
corresponding to 18 GMT observations (within a 
window of -3 to +3 hours) are gathered. To produce 
the bes t estimate of the state of the atmosphere at 
18 GMT, the 18 GMT observations and the 18 GMT 
forecast are combined. This statistical interpolation 
(analysis) of the data and the model is then used as 
the initial conditions for the model , and the next 
six-hour cycle can begin. This process never stops; 
four times a day atmospheric observations are assimi
lated into the global model through the analysis 
cycle. The model is essential to solving the problem 
of underdetermination. It transports information 
about the state of the atmosphere from data-rich to 
data-poor regions, and it produces a more accurate 
estimate of the state of all atmospheric variables , 
even those that are not observed. 

At NMC, the statistical method used in 
the analysis cycle to create initial conditions for the 
model is performed in a variational scheme denoted 
"Spectral Statistical Interpolation" (SSI, also known 
as "three-dimensional variational data assimilation," 
or 3-D VAR) 1 This method finds th e 3-D state of 
the global atmosphere closes t to both the six-hour 
forecast and the 20 ,000 or so global observations 
gathered over approximately three hours. This very 
large minimization problem requires inverting, 
every six hours , a matrix of the size of th e model 
(about 1,000 ,000 elements) . 

The output of the analysis cycle is a gridded 
best es timate of the complete state of the atmosphere 
every six hours. Its main use is to provide initial 
conditions for the atmospheric model. The opera
tional analyses also are used in many other research 
areas , such as atmospheric dynamics , predictability 
studies , and , very importantly, the monitoring of 
atmospheric climate anomalies. The NMC opera
tional analysis has been one of the most widely used 
tools for monitoring short (weeks through interan
nual) climate variations. 

Reanalysis of past data 
In the NMC/NCAR Reanalysis Project, a 

40-year reanalysis of past atmospheric and oceanic 
data will be performed over a period of three years, 
using a sta·te-of-the-art but frozen data assimilation 
system. 2 The observations, including many datasets 
that were not available in real time, have been 
gathered at NCAR. The old data will be reassimilated 
within an analysis cycle, but the statistical analysis 
and model modules are kept unchanged through
out the reanalysis. Since january 1995, the same 
system of data assimilation also is being continued 
into the future as a "Climate Data Assimilation 
System" (CDAS); this system will allow climate 
researchers to compare the present climate anomalies 
with a very long climatology obtained with the 
same frozen reanalysis system. The project should 
be completed by 1997. At that time, 40 years of 
reanalysis/CDAS information (1957 to 1996) will 
be available to the research community. 

To perform this huge task in a reasonable 
amount of time, we must carry out the reanalysis 
at a much faster rate than the operations (which 
proceed at a rate of just one day of analysis per clock 
day) . This has required the development of a new 
system that can perform one month of reanalysis 
per clock day, and for which humans can monitor 
the quality of the input data and of the output 
products at a much faster rate than is possible in 
operations. The reanalysis system was developed 
over three years; execution began in June 1994. 

System configuration 
The CDAS/reanalysis is executed at the 

NOAA Central Computer Facility in Suitland, 
Maryland. Unlike the operational NMC system, 
which currently is based on IBM systems running 
the MVS operating system and Cray Research 
supercomputers running UNICOS (Cray Research's 
implementation of the UNIX operating system), all 
processing in the CDAS/Reanalysis System is done 
in UNICOS. This new system eliminates the trans
mission of large amounts of data across a variety 
of systems, has many new advanced features , and 
will be adopted in NMC's normal operations. 

We will conduct the reanalysis by using our 
8-processor CRAY Y-MP system with 128 Mwords 
of memory and a CRAY EL supercomputer. Other 
hardware includes a robotic silo, upgraded to 4490 
STK, with storage capacity of 0.6 Gbytes/tape. 
Because the CRAY Y-MP system was saturated, we 
could not begin the reanalysis until a new CRAY 
C90 system was installed at NMC in early 1994 
and the operational system was migrated out of the 
CRAY Y-MP system in April. Software used in
cludes UNICOS 7.0.5 , workstation NFS mount of 
Cray complex files , Bourne shell UNIX scripts , 
Fortran some C, some X Window System soft
ware, Cray Research's Data Migration Facility, the 
Cray/REELlibrarian, and the graphics system GrADS 
(COLA). We plan to install UNICOS 8.0 in the 
near future and replace the Bourne shell with the 
PO SIX (Korn) shell. In 1995 , we also expect to 
replace the CRAY Y-MP and CRAY EL systems with 
two CRAY ]916 systems. 
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Figure 2a (top). Original reanalysis with unrealistically high plant evaporation resistance. 

Figure 2b (above). New reanalysis with corrected plant resistance. 
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Figure 3 (below). Four-times-a-day reanalysis for December 29, 1990, plotted over the United States. Low-level 
{850 hPa, about 1500 m) winds in red, high-level {250 hPa, about flight level) winds in blue, and accumulated 
precipitation in green. 
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The Reanalysis System 

The NMC/NCAR Reanalysis System has 
three major components: a data prepara tion module, 
a data assimilation module, and output and data 
distribution. 

In the data preparation module, observa
tions from many sources and fo rmats are decoded, 
sorted , and checked for duplicates. The observations 
are encoded into binary universal format representa
tion (BUFR). This BUFR representation has been 
expanded to include not just the data itself, but also 
its history as it is processed and quality controlled 
in the reanalysis system. For example, each piece of 
data will include the climatological average for that 
variable at its space and time location , as well as the 
first guess and the final analysis value. When com
munication problems cause simple errors (such as 
digit transposition) , the complex quality control 
sys tem at NMC frequently corrects the observa
tions . The BUFR data will contain the original value, 
the corrected value, and the results of other quality 
control decisions. 

The data preparation module preprocesses 
data for sequences of a year or longer, and the results 
are presented to human monitors. If major problems 
are encountered, such as missing or mislocated data, 
specialists have a few days to correct them before 
executing the computationally costly data assimila
tion module. 

The data assimilation module is the core of 
the sys tem, and it includes a model and analysis 
sys tem. The model has a horizontal resolu tion of 
about 210 km and 28 vertical levels. This model is 
identical to the NMC global model implemented 
operationally in january 1995 except for horizontal 
resolution , which is double for the operational 
model.3 The analysis is performed with the spectral 
statistical interpolation analysis. There is complex 
quality control of rawinsonde data, with confident 
corrections of heights and temperatures ,4 and opti
mal interpolation-based complex quality control of 
all oth er data.5

·
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The third and 
final component of the 
NMC/NCAR Reanalysis 
System is output and data 
distribution . It has become 
clear that many applica
tions exist for the reanaly
sis , and that some of them 
(for example, transport of 
greenhouse gases , which 
needs, in principle, all 
turbulen t transports be
tween any two layers) have 
storage requirements that 
far exceed what the project 
can handle. For this rea
son , we decided that each 
unit of reanalysis output 
(one month) will include 
restart files so that, for 
special purposes, shorter 
reanalyses with extended 
output can be performed 
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We designed the reanalysis archive to satis
fy two major user requirements: the output should 
be comprehensive, allowing, for example, the per
formance of detailed water budget studies; and the 
output should be easily accessib~e to the user inter
ested in a long time series of data. A single archival 
format cannot sa tisfy both requirements; the output 
module includes several different archives: 

0 Level-2 observational data in BUFR, including 
quality control, climatological , analysis, and 
six-hour forecast information . 

0 Comprehensive analysis, first guess, and diag
nostic fields presented in "synoptic" form (all 
fields every six hours) in the model sigma coor
dinates, as well as in pressure and isentropic 
coordina tes, in gridded binary (GRIB) format. 
A restart fil e is included once a month to allow 
rerunning shorter periods with enhanced 
diagnostics. 

0 A time series archive in which each field is 
available fo r all times, including standard pres
sure level fields, precipitation , surface fluxes, 
and other widely used diagnostic fields. This 
format will be the most useful for many users. 

0 A "quick look" archive on CD-ROMs, one per 
year, including the most widely used fields: daily 
values of variables at selected pressure levels, 
surface and top of the atmosphere fluxes , precipi
tation , monthly and zonal averages of most quan
tities, covariances, and isentropic level variables. 

0 Eight-day forecasts performed every five days , 
which should allow predictabiltiy studies and 
estimates of the impact of inhomogeneities in 
the observing systems coverage, with anomaly 
scores. 

Part of the output is posted in the NMC 
public server NIC and is available through anony
mous ftp. NCAR, the National Climatic Data Center, 
and the Environmental Research Laboratories/Climate 
Diagnostic Center will distribute the bulk of the 
reanalysis data . 

Execution 

In june 1994, the execution phase of the 
reanalysis started on the CRAY Y-MP system NMC 
provided for this proj ect. About 24 hours of the 
CRAY Y-MP supercomputer (2 to 7 processors) are 
needed to perform one month of reanalysis and 
forecasts per day. By july 1995 , 10 years (1985 to 
1994) were completed, in addition to several 
years of reruns performed to assess the impact of 
changes in observing systems. The period 1979 to 
1985 is being reanalyzed next and will be completed 
around December 1995 , followed by the 1957 to 
1978 decades. We expect to complete the 40 years 
of reanalysis (1957 to 1996) by early 1997. The 
extension into 1948 to 195 7, if feasible, will be 
done during 1997. 

In the reanalysis system, the processing 
of observations is l/0- and single-processor-bound. 
To reduce the resulting inefficiency, we make use of 
the available eight CPUs by running several single
processor batch jobs in parallel whenever possible. 
For example, preprocessing, data assimilation, post-
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processing, and tape copies are performed simulta
neously on the CRAY Y-MP system. We have reserved 
18 Gbytes of disk space for this project to minimize 
movement of data and to facilitate fil e transposes 
that go from the original "every six hour" output 
to the order most convenient for data access used 
in the backup tapes. In addition to executing the 
reanalysis , the CRAY Y-MP system is used for long
term climate simulations and accessed by non-NMC 
researchers working in the area of coupled ocean
atmosphere seasonal forecasting. 

This first phase of reanalysis will be 
followed by a second phase in which a 1998 state
of-the-art system will be used for reanalysis. NMC 
plans currently call for an updated reanalysis every 
five years or so. 

Results 

After the reanalysis of 1985 and 1986 
was completed, it became clear that the reanalysis 
surface temperature over the midwest and eastern 
sections of North America was unrealistically high 
(Figure 2a). Considerable investigation traced this 
puzzling result to the new soil model incorporated 
in the reanalysis model, which also includes the 
effect of vegetation resistance on the surface evapo
transpiration. NMC had been using a geographical 
distribution of vegetation that assumed that the 
eastern half of North America is cultivated with 
winter wheat, and that in the early summer months 
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Figure 4. Soil moisture and sea 
surface temperature for July 
and August 1987, 1988, and 
their difference. 
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We designed the reanalysis archive to satis
fy two major user requirements: the output should 
be comprehensive, allowing, for example, the per
formance of detailed water budget studies; and the 
output should be easily accessible to the user inter
ested in a long time series of data. A single archival 
format cannot sa tisfy both requirements; the output 
module includes several different archives: 

0 Level-2 observational data in BUFR, including 
quality control, climatological , analysis, and 
six-hour forecast information. 

0 Comprehensive analysis, first guess, and diag
nostic fields presented in "synoptic" form (all 
fields every six hours) in the model sigma coor
dinates, as well as in pressure and isentropic 
coordinates, in gridded binary (GRIB) format. 
A restart fil e is included once a month to allow 
rerunning shorter periods with enhanced 
diagnostics . 

0 A time series archive in which each field is 
available for all times, including standard pres
sure level fields, precipitation , surface fluxes, 
and other widely used diagnostic fields. This 
format will be the most useful for many users. 

0 A "quick look" archive on CD-ROMs, one per 
year, including the most widely used fields: daily 
values of variables at selected pressure levels, 
surface and top of the atmosphere fluxes, precipi
tation, monthly and zonal averages of most quan
tities, covariances, and isentropic level variables. 

0 Eight-day forecasts performed every five days, 
which should allow predictabiltiy studies and 
es timates of the impact of inhomogeneities in 
the observing systems coverage, with anomaly 
scores. 

Part of the output is posted in the NMC 
public server NIC and is available through anony
mous ftp . NCAR, the National Climatic Data Center, 
and the Environmental Research Laboratories/Climate 
Diagnostic Center will distribute the bulk of the 
reanalysis da ta. 

Execution 

In june 1994, the execution phase of the 
reanalysis started on the CRAY Y-MP system NMC 
provided for this projec t. About 24 hours of the 
CRAY Y-MP supercomputer (2 to 7 processors) are 
needed to perform one month of reanalysis and 
forecasts per day. By July 1995, 10 years (1985 to 
1994) were completed , in addition to several 
years of reruns performed to assess the impact of 
changes in observing sys tems. The period 1979 to 
1985 is being reanalyzed next and will be completed 
around December 1995, followed by the 1957 to 
1978 decades . We expect to complete the 40 years 
ofreanalysis (1957 to 1996) by early 1997. The 
extension into 1948 to 1957, if feasible, will be 
done during 1997. 

In the reanalysis sys tem , the processing 
of observa tions is I/0- and single-processor-bound. 
To reduce the resulting inefficiency, we make use of 
the available eight CPUs by running several single
processor batch jobs in parallel whenever possible. 
For example, preprocessing, data assimilation, post-
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processing, and tape copies are performed simulta
neously on the CRAY Y-MP system. We have reserved 
18 Gbytes of disk space for this project to minimize 
movement of data and to facilitate file transposes 
that go from the original "every six hour" output 
to the order most convenient for data access used 
in the backup tapes. In addition to executing the 
reanalysis , the CRAY Y-MP system is used for long
term climate simulations and accessed by non-NMC 
researchers working in the area of coupled ocean
atmosphere seasonal forecasting. 

Th is first phase of rea nalys is will be 
followed by a second phase in which a 1998 state
of-the-art system will be used for reanalysis. NMC 
plans currently call for an updated reanalysis every 
five years or so. 

Results 

After the reanalysis of 1985 and 1986 
was completed, it became clear that the reanalysis 
surface temperature over the midwes t and eastern 
sections of North America was unrealistically high 
(Figure 2a) . Considerable investigation traced this 
puzzling result to the new soil model incorporated 
in the reanalysis model , which also includes the 
effect of vegetation resistance on the surface evapo
transpiration. NMC had been using a geographical 
distribution of vegetation that assumed that the 
eastern half of North America is cultivated with 
winter wheat, and that in the early summer months 
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Figure 4. Soil moisture and sea 
su rface temperatu re for July 
and August 1987, 1988, and 
their difference. 
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Figure Sa (right). Outgoing 
long-wave radiation (OLR) for 
July and August 1987, 1988, 
and their difference, observed 
by satell ite. 

Figure Sb (far right). Outgoing 
long-wave radiation (OLR) for 
July and August 1987, 1988, and 
their difference, est imated by 
the model du ring the reanalysis 
without using the sate II ite OLR 
data. 

this crop is harvested, essentially leaving half of 
the continent covered with straw. This unrealistic 
vegetation cover did not produce problems with 
the simpler soil model used at NMC until january 
1995 because it was rather insensitive to the effects 
of vegetation. With the new soil mo'del, however, 
the result of covering the land with straw meant 
that when the ground was heated by insolation, it 
could not be cooled by evaporation. Therefore, the 
ground temperature rose to unrealistically high val
ues, ruining the two years of reanalysis! A more 
realistic definition of the plant evapotranspiration 
resistance eliminated this problem (Figure 2b). This 
was a sobering lesson on how carefully the complex 
interactions between the atmosphere, the land, and 
the ocean must be considered, especially when intro
ducing a more complex model which, in principle, 
should lead to better results. 

As the reanalysis proceeded, other problems 
were found, many of which were corrected; some 
cannot be solved with current state-of-the-art sys
tems. For fields for which no data is incorporated 
into the analysis, the model-produced results can 
be considered only estimates. 

Figure 3 shows the accumulated precipita
tion in green, 850 hPa winds (about 1500 m above 
sea level) in red, and 250 hPa (about flight level) 
in blue, for four six-hour periods of December 29, 
1990. The winds are derived from data , and the 
precipitation is estimated from the model. The 
CD-ROMs will make accessible this and much 
more information about the weather patterns for 
the whole world every 12 hours for the 40 years 
of reanalysis. 

The next set of figures presents fields that 
are not directly measured or assimilated into the 
model (except for the sea surface temperature field). 
Although there is no guarantee that these fields are 
realistic, the results are quite encouraging. 
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Figure 4 shows the sea surface temperature 
(SST) analyzed over the oceans and the soil moisture 
content over land for july and August of 1987, 1988, 
and their difference. Figure Sa presents the outgoing 
long-wave radiation (the radiation emitted by the 
Earth and the atmosphere) as observed by satellites, 
and Figure 5b shows the outgoing long-wave radia
tion derived from the reanalysis for the same two 
years, as well as their difference. During the summer 
of 1987, an El Nino , or "warm episode," was occur
ring. This large anomaly of the coupled ocean-atmos
phere system is characterized by unusually warm 
SST in the central Pacific (near the dateline) . The 
atmosphere responds to this anomaly by shifting 
the massive clouds and precipitation normally con
centrated over the western Pacific toward the east, 
where the anomalous warm SSTs are located. 
During the summer of 1988, the situation was 
almost reversed; a "cold episode" made the SST in 
the central Pacific unusually cold. These effects are 
quite apparent in the SST analysis. The changes in 
the tropical, and to some extent the extratropical, 
climate between these two extreme years also are 
clear, and there generally is a good agreement 
between the fields that the reanalysis produces and 
the satellite observations of outgoing long-wave 
radiation, which were not used in the reanalysis. 

Finally, Figures 6a and 6b show the pre
cipitation fields for the same months, both for the 
reanalysis and for microwave satellite estimates . In 
general there is also good agreement between esti
mates made from space and in the reanalysis. For 
example, the summer of 1988 was much wetter than 
the summer of 1987 in the Indian monsoon area, but 
drier over the United States. This is apparent in both 
precipitation fields as well as in the soil moisture 
estimated from the reanalysis (Figure 4). More infor
mation about the reanalysis can be found at http:// 
sgi62 .wwb.noaa.gov:8000/researchlreanl.html. l.... 
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Figure 6a (far left). Accumulated 
global precipitation for July and 
August 1987, 1988, and their dif-
ference, estimated from 
microwave data. 

Figure 6b (left). Accumulated 
global precipitation for July 
and August 1987, 1988, and 
their difference, estimated from 
the model during the reanalysis 
without using precipitation 
data. 
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neous 

Numerical simulation of the Earth's climate is a 

"grand challenge" problem that requires a high level of 

computing resources. Gathering the required resources 

may be possible through the creation of "metacompu-

ters" consisting of several supercomputers connected 

by a high-speed network. One example of such a 

"metacomputer" is a CRAY C90 system connected by 

a gigabit-per-second network to a CRAY T3D system. 

Such an arrangement may provide superlinear speedups 

in run times for climate models when the model tasks 

are distributed among the metacomputer's component 

systems. Obtaining these speedups requires the use of 

special techniques for code distribution. The CASA 

Gigabit Network Testbed project, which is sponsored 

by the National Science Foundation and the Advanced 

Research Projects Agency, is developing these techniques. 



Climate is the quintessential example of 
a "nonlinear" system. In this context, nonlinearity 
means that doubling the forcing , the amount of 
atmospheric carbon dioxide ( C02) , for example, 
does not necessarily result in a doubling of the 
parameters that describe global climate, such as 
temperature and precipitation. The climate system 
also is characterized by complex interactions and 
feedbacks among its components. Growing concerns 
over a deteriorating environment are encouraging 
the development of numerical models of the climate 
system that can represent these nonlinearities, inter
actions , and feedbacks. Research groups throughout 
the world use such models to produce "scenarios"
or predictions-to guide the planning that will be 
required to mitigate the deleterious effects of climate 
change on Earth's biosphere. 

At the University of California , Los Angeles 
(UCLA) , we are actively developing an Earth System 
Model (ESM) to study problems in climate, climate 
change, and climate/chemistry interactions, includ
ing the general circulation of the coupled atmos
phere-ocean system, global distributions of green
house gases , and global ozone perturbations . The 
UCLA ESM is based on the following comprehensive 
models of the atmospheric and oceanic circulations , 
and chemical tracers: 

D The UCLA general circulation model of the 
atmosphere (AGCM) 

D The GFDVPrinceton University general circula
tion model of the ocean (OGCM) 

D The NASA Ames/UCLA atmospheric chemical/ 
aerosol tracer model (ACTM) and 

D The UCLA oceanic chemical/aquasol tracer 
model (OCTM). 

A unique feature of the UCLA ESM is that 
the model is being configured to run either on a 
single supercomputer or distributed across several 
computers with different architectures and connected 
via local or wide-area networks with broad band
widths. This highly experimental work is part of 
the CASA Testbed project, which is investigating 
whether a "metacomputer" that consists of distrib
uted supercomputers connected by a high-speed 
(gigabit-per-second) network is a viable concept for 
large scientific applications. A particularly challeng
ing aspect of the problem addressed by CASA is to 
determine whether the metacomputer paradigm can 
result in superlinear speedups of execution despite 
the added overhead of distributed systems due to 
latency and communication delays. The CASA test
bed is an integral part of the Gigabit Project spon
sored by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and 
the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA). 

Table 1. Timings (seconds/simu
lated day) of the atmospheric 
GCM. 

CASA, which also addresses the formidable techni
cal issues associated with gigabit-per-second band
widths, comprises nearly 60 computers at the San 
Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC), California 
Institute of Technology (Caltech) , NASA's j et 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (LANL) linked by approx
imately 3000 km of fiber optic cable. 

Speedup of execution of the AGCM 

The UCLA AGCM is a complex code rep
resenting many physical processes .1 Despite the 
complexity of the code, one can identify the 
following two major components: 

D AGCM/Dynamics, which computes the evolution 
of the fluid flow governed by the appropriate 
equations (the primitive equations) written in 
finite differences and 

D AGCM/Physics, which computes the effect of 
processes not resolved by the model's grid (such 
as convection on cloud scales) on processes that 
are resolved by the grid (such as the flow on the 
large scales). 

The results obtained by AGCM/Physics 
are supplied to AGCM/Dynamics as drivers for the 
flow simulated by this component. When the model 
domain is divided in subdomains that consist of 
vertical columns from the Earth's surface to the 
top of the atmosphere for parallel computation in 
a multiprocessor machine, AGCM/Physics scales 
very well because almost no communication is re
quired between columns 2 AGCM/Dynamics, on 
the other hand, scales less well because substantial 
amounts of interprocessor communication are re
quired by the horizontal finite differencing scheme. 
The AGCM components can be run as separate 
processes on different computers connected by a 
network. This type of task decomposition allows 
the different model components to be assigned to 
the machines with the most suitable architecture. 

To illustrate the potential for speedup of 
the AGCM, we consider the distribution of the code 
across a metacomputer consisting of an 8-processor 
CRAY C90 system and a 242-processor CRAY T3D 
system. We refer to a metacomputer by the name 
of the individual machines followed by the num
ber of processors in parentheses and separated by a 
dash, for example, CRAY C90(8)-T3D(242). Table l 
shows timings in each of the individual computers 
of a version of the code with a resolution of 5° longi
tude by 4° latitude in the horizontal and nine layers 
in the vertical. The "x" in Table l corresponds to 
the time required by AGCM/Dynamics to simulate 
one day for a particular optimization of the code in 
the CRAY C90 system. We will neglect all overheads 
due to the distributed system , a hypothesis that will 
be discussed later in this article. 

The expressions for speedup on the CRAY 
C90(8)-T3D(242) metacomputer with respect to 
each individual computer are given by the follow
ing equation: 

S = x +l7 . 
C90 X + 7 , 

s . _ _12_ 
TJD - X+ 7 ( l ) 
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We can reasonably expect that using the 

C90(8)-T3D(242) metacomputer will speed up the 

code with respect to any one of the individual com

puters . Firstly, Sc90 > l for all values of x . Secondly, 

Sn o > l if x < 29 s, which is possible without a 

maj or restructuring of the code (Table 2 shows that 

the current version of AG CM/Dynamics requires 

29 s per simulated day in on e processor of the 

CRAY C90 system) . 
Achieving superlinear speedup with re

spect to individual compu ters by using the CRAY 

C90(8)-T3D(242) metacomputer is not possible 

without res tructuring the code. Sc90 > 2 requires 

that AGCM/Dynamics be executed in less than 3 s 

per simulated day, while the smallest possible value 

for x with the current version of the code is about 

29 s/8 = 3.625 s. Sno > 2 requires that AG CM/Dy

namics be executed in eight processors of the C90(8) 

in less than ll s, while the minimum timing we have 

obtained with this machine is 17 s per simula ted 

day Improving this performance requires restructur

ing the code so that it can be more effectively micro

tasked. Note that these conclusions depend on the 

model's resolu tion , and that a finer grid probably 
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Figu re 1. Schematic of the 
execution sequence of the 
task decomposed coupled 
atmosphere-ocean GCM. 

Figure 2. Timeline for one simu
lated hour of ded icated execu
tion of the coupled atmosphere
ocean GCM on the SDSC CRAY 
C90 system using PVM for inter
task communications. Time is 
given in seconds. Data trans
ferred to the OGCM includes sur
face heat and water fluxes and 
su rface wind stress. Data trans
ferred to the AGCM includes sea 
surface temperature. 

would allow for superlinear speedup of the code with 

respect to at least one of the individual computers 

as the rati o between communication and computa

tion decreases. 

Speedup of execution of the coupled GCM 

When run on a single node, the AGCM 

and the OGCM codes execute sequentially and 

exchange information corresponding to the air-sea 

interface. The AGCM is first integrated for a fixed 

period of time and then transfers the time-averaged 

surface wind stress, heat and water fluxes to the 

OGCM. This component is then integrated for the 

same period of time and transfers the sea surface 

temperature to the AGCM. The data transfers, 

including the interpolations required by differences 

in grid resolu tion between model components, are 

performed by a suite of coupling routines. 
Our OGCM also has two maj or compo

nents: l ) OGCM/Baroclinic determines the devia

tions from the vertically averaged velocity, tempera

ture and salinity fi elds, and 2) OGCM/Barotropic 

determines the vertically averaged distributions of 

those fields3
·
4 The coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM, 

therefore, can be decomposed into four components. 

Because AGCM/Dynamics does not exchange data 

with the OGCM, these components can run in paral

lel. Further, AGCM/Physics can start as soon as 

OGCM!Baroclinic completes its calculation , because 

this includes the sea surface temperature, and can 

run in parallel with OGCM!Barotropic. Figure l is 

a schematic of this running strategy, under th e 

assumption that overheads due to distribution can 

be n eglected and model components running in 

parallel are perfec tly balanced. 
Distribution overheads and load imbal

ances among model components, however, cannot 

be neglected a priori. Consider the execution of the 

coupled GCM code using two processors of the CRAY 

C90 at SDSC in dedicated mode. Figure 2 shows a 

timeline for one simulated hour of computation 

(Carl Scarbnick and Gary Hanyzewski , personal 

communication). The times in Figure 2 correspond 

to the AGCM with a resolution of so longitude by 



• 

4° latitude and nine layers, coupled to the Tropical 
Pacific version of the OGCM, with a resolution of 
1 o longitude by l/3° latitude between 10° S and 10° 
N, increasing gradually polewards, and 27 layers. 
The AGCM and OGCM exchange information 
each simulated hour. Intertask communication was 
performed using PVM. 

According to Figure 2, when run sequen
tially on a single processor the code requires the 
following equation to complete one hour of simu
lation: 

T(s) = 8.05 S. 

Using two processo rs of the CRAY C90, 
which allows for partial overlap in the execution 
of AGCM!Dynamics and OGCM/Baroclinic as well 
as AGCM/Physics and OGCM/Barotropic, resulted 
in a reduction of the time required to simulate one 
hour to 

T=6.95s, 

which implies a speedup of 

s = 8.05/6.95 = 1.158 

over the sequential code. The minimum execution 
time, if all communication time and wait time were 
masked by computation, would be that required by 
the two slowest components (AGCM/Physics and 
OGCM/Baroclinic) . That is, 

min{ T } = 6. 1 s, 

which implies that the maximum possible speedup 
for this configuration of the code in two processors 
of the CRAY C90 system is 

smax = 8.05/6. 1 = 1.320. 

A slightly higher speedup was obtained 
by the same SDSC researchers running the coupled 
GCM in a CRAY C90(1)-Paragon (144) metacompu
ter, with the CRAY C90 system at SDSC connected 

Figure 3. Time line for one 
simulated hour of dedicated 
execution of the coupled 
atmosphere-ocean GCM on the 
SDSC CRAY C90 system (AGCM) 
and Caltech Intel Paragon 
system (OGCM) using EXPRESS 
for intertask communications. 
Time is given in seconds. 

by the Gigabit Network to the Intel Paragon at Cal
tech . lnterprocessor and intertask communications 
were performed using NX and EXPRESS, respec
tively. 

The OGCM running on 144 nodes of the 
Intel Paragon system requires 1.0 s to simulate one 
hour, while the AGCM requires 3.6 s. On one proces
sor of the CRAY C90 sys tem the OGCM requires 
1.5 s to simulate one hour, while the AGCM requires 
3.1 s (see Fig. 2) . Thus, the sequential execution 
time on both machines is the same: 4.6 s per simu
lated hour. With the code executing as shown in 
Figure 3, the time required to complete one simu
lated hour was measured to be 3.1 s. According to 
Figure 3, the intertask communication times in this 
experiment were much smaller than those measured 
within the CRAY C90 sys tem using PVM (see Fig
ure 2), suggesting that EXPRESS imposes a much 
lower overhead cos t than PVM . Also, the 1 s of 
OGCM execution was completely masked by the 
execution of AGCM/Dynamics. The model speedup 
in this heterogeneous environment is given by 

Scgo = Sramgon = 4.6/3.1 = 1.483. 

So far, we have considered a straightforward 
parallelization of model components and obtained 
only modest speedups primarily due to distribution 
overheads and load imbalances among model com
ponents. The availability of multiple nodes in the 
computer environment allows for the application 
of a scheme specifically designed for the overlapping 
of communications with computations in coupled 
GCMs. In this scheme, or I/0 decomposition,5 the 
exchange of data between different model tasks is 
carried out in subdomains consisting of latitude 
bands from the Earth's surface to the top of the 
atmosphere. The transmission of the data produced 
by each task for one subdomain to the other tasks 
can then be masked by computations in another 
subdomain. As the end result , the wallclock time 
for execution of the coupled GCM is reduced to 
that required by the slowest model component. If 
this scheme is applied to the coupled GCM divided 
in two tasks (AGCM and OGCM) running on the 
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CRAY C90 system, the time to simulate one hour 
could be reduced to that of the OGCM, which repre
sents a speedup of 1.636 over the sequential code. 

Next we consider the coupled GCM run
ning on a CRAY C90(1)-T3D(242) metacomputer, 
in which the CRAY T3D system is divided into two 
partitions of 121 processors each. Table 2 gives the 
timings for AGCM!Dynamics and AGCM!Physics on 
the individual computers. We expected AGCM/Dy
namics to run on th e CRAY C90 system and AGCM/ 
Physics on the CRAY T3D system. Therefore, we 
chose the highest resolution version of the OGCM 
that can execute on 121 processors of the CRAY T3D 
system in a wall-clock time corresponding to that 
for AGCM/Dynamics on one processor of the CRAY 
C90 system. 

According to Table 2, the time required for 
sequential execution of one simulated day is 159 s 
on one processor of the CRAY C90 system and 59 s 
on 242 processors of the CRAY T3D system. If the 
I/0 decomposition scheme is used, and the model 
components are distributed as shown by the aster
isks in Table 2, the time required to complete one 
day of simulation is 29 seconds. The corresponding 
speedups are given by 

Sc90 = 159/29 = 5.483; Sno = 59/29 = 2.034, 

both of which are superlinear. The next section of 
this article discusses the possibility of using the I/0 
decomposition method for overlapping communi
cation with computations. 

Masking communications with computation 

The estimates presented earlier in this 
article demonstrate the potential for substantial 
speedups under the assumption that the different 
tasks of the AGCM or the coupled GCM can be 
run in parallel so that the timing of the full model 
is reduced to that of its slowest component. This 
running strategy is possible by using l/0 decompo-
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Table 2. Timings (seconds/simu
lated day) of the coupled atmos
phere-ocean GCM. 

Table 3. Wall-clock time (seconds/ 
simulated day) for the NGCM on 
a dedicated ([NGCM]D) and pro
duction ([NGCM]P) CRAY Y-MP 
system, using different numbers 
of 1/0 subdomains, m, for AGCM/ 
Physics calculation. 

sition. To explore whether the conditions for the 
I/0 decomposition can be met by the distributed 
model , we designed a version of the model that 
retains all the major control structures of the full 
model but excludes all computations and external 
file I/0. We refer to this version as the NGCM. The 
NGCM timing, therefore, represents the overhead 
of the distributed system. 

We have run an NGCM that consists of 
AGCM/Physics and AGCM/Dynamics, with a reso
lution of 5° longitude by 4° latitude and nine layers , 
and m I/0 subdomains. This NGCM was run in 
two environments , one local and one distributed. 
In the local environment, we used two processors 
of the SDSC CRAY C90 system. In the distributed 
environment, we used one processor of the CRAY 
Y-MP system atJPL and one processor of the Intel 
Delta computer at Caltech, which are connected 
by the Gigabit Network; the AGCM/Dynamics and 
AGCM/Physics components of the NGCM ran on 
the CRAY Y-MP and the Delta systems, respectively. 
Intercomponent communication was performed by 
using utilities provided by EXPRESS. If the I/0 
decomposition is designed such that data transfers 
are sequential and data exchanges between model 
components occur at the end of every simulated 
hour (the time-step for the AGCM/Physics calcula
tion) , the method 5 requires that 

[NGCML,, <max{ [AGCM/Phys], 
[AGCM/Dyn]} , 

(6) 

where square brackets denote th e wall-clock times 
required to run the corresponding components for 
a simulated period of time. 

Table 3 gives the values of [NGCM] for one 
simulated day and several values of m obtained in 
dedicated ( [NGCM] 0

) and production ([NGCM]r) 
mode. In both the local and distributed environ
ments , the values of [NGCM] 0 m are generally much 
smaller than the 54 seconds per simulated day re
quired to execute the AGCM/Physics in one pro
cessor of the CRAY C90 system for m < 4. Thus , 
in dedicated mode it would be possible to use the 
I/0 decomposition method and completely mask 
communication with computation. ln production 
mode, the values of [NGCM] rare larger than that 
of [AGCM/Physics] form> 3. In the distributed 
environment, the wall-clock times are comparable 
to those obtained in the production environment 
on the CRAY C90 system at SDSC, although in this 
case, the model components are running in compu
ters approximately 10 kilometers apart. Form= 5, 
the minimum number of l/0 subdomains required,5 

[NGCM] r is 45.2 s , which is less than the 61 s 
required to execute AGCM/Dynamics on the CRAY 
Y-MP system atjPL Thus , it also would be possible 
in this production environment to completely mask 
communication with computation by us ing the I/0 
decomposition method. 

Gigabit network performance 

We also have used the NGCM to analyze 
the performance of the Gigabit Network of the 
CASA Testbed. Sites in the testbed are linked via 
multiple OC-3 SONET channels provided by US 
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West, MCI , and Pacific Bell . Gateways developed 
at LAN L link up to seven OC-3 channels to HIPPI 
local area networks CLANs) at each site. By striping 
the message traffic across the seven OC-3 channels , 
800 Mbit/s bandwidths are achieved between HIPPI 
LANs . 

The bandwidth obtained as a function of 
message size for distributed NGCM simulations 
between the CRAY C90 sys tem at SDSC and the 
CRAY Y-MP system atjPL is given in Figure 4. The 
"effective" bandwidth in this figure is defined as 
the ratio between the message length and the time 
required for the sending process to complete a block
ing write to the receiving process. The data points 
are for all th e different size messages sent by the 5° 
longitude by 4° latitude, and by the 2.5° longitude 
by 2° latitude version s of the NGCM, both with 
nin e layers. 

In this experiment, data transfers originat
ing from the CRAY Y-MP system were noticeably 
slower than th ose originating from the CRAY C90 
system; therefore the data was plotted in two sepa
rate curves, one for transfers originating from the 
CRAY C90 system, the other for transfers originat
ing from the CRAY Y-MP system. The peak effective 
bandwidth obtained when sending data from the 
CRAY C90 sys tem is approximately 480 Mbits/s for 
messages of approximately 16 Mbits . For transfers 
originating in the CRAY Y-MP sys tem , the peak 
effec tive bandwidth was about 128 Mbits/s. 

Conclusions 

This work shows that systems comprising 
computers that have relatively few powerful proces
sors and shared memories and computers that have 
large numbers of less powerful processors and dis
tributed memories can provide important advantages 
to climate modelers. Such an arrangement can pro
duce superlinear speedups in at least some climate 
modeling applications, despite the added overhead 
due to latency and communications. In any event, 
climate models that deal with major problems of 

10 100 

Figure 4. The effective band
width (Mbits/s) as a function of 
message size for messages sent 
by the 5' longitude by 4' lati
tude, 9-layer and 2.5' longitude 
by 2' latitude, 9-layer versions 
of the NGCM running distribu
ted between the JPL CRAY Y-MP 
and SDSC CRAY C90 systems. 

interest to society at large, and that include not 
only computational aspects , but also aspects of data 
management and output visualization, will provide 
ideal testbeds for advances in science and technology. 

Because the four supercomputer centers 
sponsored by the NSF have coordinated a "meta
center," and because there seems to be support for 
gigabit networks, the availability of a "metacompu
ter" appears to be certain in the not-too-distant 
fu ture. The running of codes in support of research 
on problems of vital importance will require a great 
deal of agreement and coordination. Nevertheless, 
the interest in distributed computing suggests that 
this agreement and coordination , which has been 
achieved by CASA on an experimental basis, might 
also be possible in production mode. 
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Chesapeake Bay, 
the United States' 

largest and most produc-
tive estuary, is plagued by 

a host of problems that accom-
pany agricultural and indus-
trial development and popula-
tion growth along its shores and 
headwaters. Recently, a mathemati-
cal model was used to examine pol
lution-reduction strategies for the bay. 
The model study advanced the state of 
the art in environmental modeling in 
three ways: coupling a water-quality 
model to a three-dimensional (3-D) 
time-variable hydrodynamic model; 

coupling the model of the water 
column with a fully predictive 

sediment oxygen demand 
and nutrient flux model; 

and continuous, multi
year application 

Figure 1. Chesapeake Bay. 

of the model on 
an intertidal 

timescale. 

• v1ronm 

Carl F Cerco, Billy H. johnson, Mark Dortch, Ross Hall 
U.S . Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station 
Vicksburg, Mississippi 

Many of the problems associated with the 
Chesapeake Bay, including a perceived decrease in 
dissolved oxygen, decline in fisheries , and loss of 
submerged aquatic vegetation, are related to the 
release of excess nutrients into bay waters. In 1987, 
the chief executives of Pennsylvania, Maryland, 
Virginia, and the District of Columbia pledged to 
reduce by 40 percent the amounts of nitrogen and 
phosphorus entering the mainstem of Chesapeake 
Bay. Part of this agreement called for reevaluation 
of the nutrient-reduction goal following a study of 
the feasibility and effects of the planned cleanup. 
An environmental model of Chesapeake Bay was 
the principal tool in the reevaluation effort. 

Negotiations between the U.S. Environ
mental Protection Agency Chesapeake Bay Program 
Office, the U.S. Army Engineer District (Baltimore), 
and the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment 
Station (WES) led to the selection of WES to con
duct the environmental modeling of the bay. Re
searchers assembled a package of interactive models 
to meet the requirements of the study. This package 
included a 3-D hydrodynamic model ,1 a 3-D water
quality modeV and a predictive model of sediment
water interactions3 

The Chesapeake Bay system (Figure l ) 
consists of the mainstem bay, five major western
shore tributaries, and a host of lesser tributaries 



lmo e in 
esapeake 

and embayments. The mainstem is roughly 300 km 
long and 8 to 48 km wide, with an average depth of 
8 m. A deep trench with depths to 50 m runs up the 
center of the mainstem. The Susquehanna River, 
which empties into the northernmost extent of the 
bay, is the primary source of freshwater to the sys
tem (approximately 62 percent of total gauged fresh
water flow). Other major sources include the Poto
mac and james Rivers located along the western 
shore. The bay is a classic example of a partially 
mixed estuary in which long-term average circula
tion is upstream along the bottom and downstream 
near the surface, although local and distant meteo
rological events frequently alter this pattern. Major 
urban centers along the bay and tributaries include 
Norfolk and Richmond, Virginia, Washington, 
D.C., and Baltimore, Maryland. 

The hydrodynamic model 
The hydrodynamic model , CH3D-WES 

(Curvilinear Hydrodynamics in Three Dimensions
Waterways Experiment Station) , is an extensively 
modified version of a model originally developed 
by Y. Peter Sheng. 4 CH3D-WES makes hydrody
namic computations on a curvilinear or boundary
fitted platform grid. The boundary-fitted-coordi
nate feature of the model provides enhancement to 
fit the deep navigation channel and irregular shore
line of the bay and permits adoption of an accurate 
and economical grid schematization. The Chesa
peake Bay grid contains 729 surface cells and a 

0 14 16 18 
parts per thousand 

maximum of 15 vertical layers , resulting in 4073 
compu tational cells. Grid resolution is 1.52 m 
vertical, approximately 10 km longitudinal, and 
3 km lateral. Tides, wind, density effects, freshwater 
inflows, turbulence, and the influence of the Earth's 
rotation, all of which affect baywide circulation and 
vertical mixing, are some of the physical processes 
modeled. 

To verify the hydrodynamic model, research
ers compared it with extensive data collected dur
ing three short-term periods . A key simulation was 
an autumn 1983 wind-mixing event. Wind-gener
ated turbulence and rapid cooling of the surface 
waters diminished the vertical density gradient, 
resulting in destratification of the bay. Nearly uni
form vertical salinity distribution occurred in the 
central bay at the peak of the wind-mixing event 
(Figure 2). 

The researchers applied the environmental 
model to the years 1984 through 1986. They simu
lated this period in three one-year hydrodynamic 
model runs. The integration timestep was five 
minutes, and each run consumed roughly 10 CPU 
hours on a CRAY Y-MP system installed at the U.S. 
Department of Defense HPC Major Shared Resource 
Center within the Information Technology Labora
tory of WES. The hydrodynamic model was veri
fied further by comparing predicted and observed 
tides and salinity during the year-long simulations. 
In the fall of 1985, a major storm resulted in approx
imately 200-year flood flows in the james River. 
Near the peak of the storm, the numerical model 

20 22 25 

Figure 2. Computed mid-bay 
sal inity profi le before and 
during autumn 1983 wind
mixing event. 
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Figure 3. Computed salinity 
during autumn 1985 flood 
event. 
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Figure 4 (right). Computed dis
solved oxygen concentration 
during summer 1986. 

Figure 5 (far right). Computed 
chlorophyll concentration 
during spring 1986. 

computed virtually salt-free surface waters for the 
entire james River (Figure 3) . Field data collected 
just before and after the peak flow substantiated 
these results. 

The hydrodynamic model/water-quality 
model interface 

Water quality is modeled by an integrated
compartment model , CE-QUAL-lCM, developed 
for the study. Researchers selected the compartment 

structure to allow maximum flexibility for adapta
tion of the model to alternate hydrodynamic models. 
For the Chesapeake Bay application , transport in 
the water-quali ty model was driven by output from 

the CH3D-WES model. CE-QUAL-lCM operates on 
an unstructured grid in which compartments corre
spond to cells in the structured CH3D-WES grid. A 
major effort in this study was the development of 
the linkage between the hydrodynamic and water
quality models5 The linkage involved temporal 
averaging and storage of hydrodynamic information, 
as well as mapping of the structured and unstruc
tured grids. 

Because storage of hydrodynamic infor
mation at every timestep consumed unacceptable 
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volumes of disk space, the interfacing procedure 
included temporal averaging of hydrodynamics 
prior to storage. The averaging period was equiva
lent to a tidal cycle (12.4 hours). Lagrangian aver
ages, rather than simple arithmetic (Eulerian) 
averages , were computed. The Lagrangian average 
current is the net displacement of a water parcel 
divided by the elapsed time. Lagrangian residual 
currents may differ substantially from arithmetic 
mean currents due to nonlinear interactions of the 
tides. 

Researchers incorporated interface subrou
tines into the CH3D-WES code so that intertidal , 
Lagrangian average, hydrodynamic information 
was computed and stored while the hydrodynamic 
model was executing. The major benefit of using 
intertidal hydrodynamics was the reduction in com
puter disk storage requirements. One year of inter
tidal hydrodynamics (in binary form) for the Chesa
peake Bay model required 85 Mbytes of disk space. 
More than l Gbyte was required when hydrodyna
mics data was stored at two-hour intervals . The 
use of intertidal hydrodynamics also resulted in 
reduced computational effort , because larger water
quality model timesteps were possible, and hydro
dynamic updates were required less frequently. 

The water-quality model 

The water-quality model incorporates 22 
state variables. Kinetic variations among the state 
variables are described in 80 partial differential 
equations that employ over 140 parameters. The 
state variables can be categorized into six groups or 
cycles: a physical group (salinity, temperature, and 
inorganic suspended solids), the carbon cycle, the 
nitrogen cycle, the phosphorus cycle, the silica 
cycle, and the dissolved oxygen cycle. 

The water-quality model is directly 
coupled to a predictive benthic sediment model. 
Particle deposition, temperature, nutrient, and 
dissolved oxygen concentrations are passed from 
the water-quality model to the sediment model. 
The sediment model computes sediment-water 
fluxes of dissolved nutrients and oxygen based on 
computed decay and on conditions in the sedi
ments and water. The computed sediment-water 



fluxes are passed to the water-quality model and 
incorporated into appropriate mass balances and 
kinetic reactions. 

Simulation of eutrophication processes 

One focus of the study was representation 
of hypoxic (low dissolved oxygen) conditions that 
are especially harmful to fish and other valued 
living resources in the bay Bottom-water hypoxia 
occurs at recurrent, predictable intervals. The onset 
is in late May when spring warming enhances 
respiration in benthic sediments. Decay of organic 
matter deposited in spring and in previous years 
removes oxygen from bottom water. Density strati
fication prevents mixing of oxygenated surface 
water downward. Low-oxygen conditions continue 
through the summer (Figure 4), maintained by 
respiration in bottom water. In mid-September, 
autumn winds end the hypoxic period by mixing 
surface water down to the bottom. 

Dissolved-oxygen computation required 
simulation of complex interactions among the phys
ical, chemical, and biological environments. One 
key process leading to hypoxic conditions is the 
recurrent spring phytoplankton bloom (Figure 5). 
The bloom usually commences in February, reaches 
a maximum in April , and ends precipitously in May 
High chlorophyll concentrations throughout the 
water column characterize the bloom. A spring 
peak in carbon deposition to sediments occurs sim
ultaneously with the algal bloom. The deposition 
and decay of fresh organic matter contribute to 
oxygen demand during the onset of the hypoxic 
period. 

A subtle-and potentially more impor
tant-link is through a nutrient-trapping mecha-
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nism. Nutrients in spring runoff are taken up by 
algae during the bloom. Predation and algal mortal
ity result in the transfer of nutrients, in particulate 
organic form , to benthic sediments. In the summer, 
the nutrients are mineralized in the sediments and 
released to the water column. Nutrients released 
from the sediments support summer algal produc
tion. Carbon produced by algae settles to bottom 
waters, decays, and consumes oxygen. Diminished 
oxygen in bottom water enhances sediment nutri
ent release, especially of ammonium. The nutrient 
release continues the cycle of benthic release, algal 
production, and oxygen consumption. 

Additional developments 

Following application to 1984 to 1986, the 
model package was used in a simulation of bay con
ditions from 1959 to 19886 Each 30-year water
quality simulation consumed 90 CPU hours on a 
CRAY Y-MP system and was especially valuable in 
evaluating long-term trends in water quality The 
simulations revealed the dominance of physical 
processes in determining the hypoxic volume of 
the bay. 

The Waterways Experiment Station con
ducted 30 10-year pollutant-reduction scenarios 
that required 30 CPU hours on the CRAY Y-MP 
system. These scenarios confirmed the basic strategy 
of a 40 percent nutrient load reduction. The model 
package subsequently was passed to the U.S. Envir
onmental Protection Agency and installed on EPA's 
Cray Research system in Bay City, Michigan. The 
model package is available for further examination 
of pollutant control strategies and for additional 
environmental research purposes. 1.... 
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Groundwater is a critical part of the 
world's water resources. In the United States, half 
of the population depends on groundwater for 
drinking water; this precious resource is threatened 
by contamination. Many groundwater contamina
tion scenarios involve the release and subsequent 
migration of immiscible, organic liquids into the 
subsurface. These liquids, referred to as nonaqueous 
phase liquids , or NAPLs, consist of a wide range 
of hazardous compounds. Petroleum fuels and 
chlorinated solvents are typical examples of NAPLs. 
Although NAPLs migrate as a phase that is sepa
rate from the groundwater, NAPL compounds can 
transfer into the gas , solid, or aqueous (ground
water) phases. Figure lis a schematic illustration 
of the contamination of a groundwater aquifer by a 
dense NAPL. 

NAPL dissolution, the exchange of NAPL 
compounds with the aqueous phase, is an impor
tant route of interphase mass exchange. NAPL com
pounds are frequently quite toxic when ingested in 
drinking water. A liter of trichloroethylene, a chlori
nated solvent, can contaminate up to 300 million 
liters of groundwater at the recommended maximum 
concentration of trichloroethylene in drinking water 
(0.005 milligrams per liter). 1 Unfortunately, the 
NAPL dissolution process has not been well charac
terized. It has not been established whether NAPL 
disso lution is a mass-transfer-limited process or 
may be assumed to be an equilibrium process under 
typical subsurface conditions. The question of mass 
transfer limitations versus equilibrium has implica
tions for the amount and rate of groundwater con
tamination by NAPLs and also how quickly NAPLs 
can be removed from the subsurface by groundwater 
remediation technologies. Another missing link in 
understanding NAPL dissolution is the behavior of 
this process under heterogeneous conditions , that 
is , conditions where the physical and chemical prop
erties of the porous media change from point to 
point in the subsurface. 

Researchers have investigated some of 
these issues in the laboratory, but most of the experi
mental studies have been conducted in small-scale, 
homogeneous systems. Mathematical models , on the 

j 



other hand, can be used 
to inves tigate the behav
ior of NAPL dissolution 
over a wider range of 
subsurface co nditions. 
While mathematical 
models are useful tools, 
sophisticated algori thms 
are required to generate 
the large number of com
puta tionally intensive 
simulations required to 
resolve some of the pre
ceding issues. This article 
describes the use of math
ematical models on Cray 
Research supercomputers 
to provide at least a par
tial understanding of the 
NAPL dissolution pro
cess . The research dis
cussed in this paper was 
conducted in collabora
tion with C. T. Miller of 
the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Modeling NAPL 
dissolution 

Although sev
eral groundwater flow 
and transpor t codes are 
available in the public 
and priva te domains, 

e 1.0 
)( 

NAPL migration and 0 
dissolution cannot be ·

5 

1.5 

described by conven- 1.5 
tional groundwater 
codes. A new, two-
dimensional code was 
developed to simu late multiphase flow, interphase 
mass exchange, and transport of the dissolved 
NAPL in the aqueous phase. The code predicts 
aqueous phase and NAPL p ressures , volumetric 
fractions of each phase, and aqueous phase 
concentrations as a fun ction of space and time. The 
volumetric frac tion of a fluid phase is the fraction 
that the fluid phase occupies in a unit volume of 
porous media. 

Each simulation invo lves the introduction 
of a pulse of a dense NAPL below the water table, 
migration of the NAPL until it reaches a residual, 
or immobile, state, and dissolution of the NAPL 
into a flowing aqueous phase. The domain in the 
simulations was 7. 11 m long by 1.4 7 m deep and 
consisted of 4000 grid points. A horizontal, aqueous 
phase pressure gradient was imposed on the domain, 
resulting in an aqueous phase velocity of 0.1 m/day. 
This velocity is typical of groundwater aquifers . 
The simulated NAPL has physical and chemical 
properties similar to tri chloroethylene, while the 
porous media properties are typical of a medium 
sand . Figures 2a and 2b show the simulated NAPL 
volumetric frac tions at about one day and five 
years , respectively, in a vertical section through a 
hypothetical aquifer. Figure 2a shows the NAPL 

2.0 2.5 

2.0 2.5 

Figures 2a and 2b. Simulations 
of NAPL dissolution into a 
homogeneous system at about 
(a, top) one day and (b, above) 
five years: color bar indicates 
logarithm of NAPL volumetric 
fraction. 

3.0 3.5 4.0 
x (m) 

3.0 3.5 4.0 
x (m) 

when it has reached the residual state and occupies 
the largest area during the simulation . Figure 2b 
illustrates that the NAPL was partially depleted as 
it dissolved into the aqueous phase. In this simula
tion, the NAPL is depleted completely in 23 years, 
involving about 10,000 time steps. Typical run times 
on a single-CPU CRAY Y-MP system for a complete 
simulation would be on the order of several days. 

Sensitivity to mass transfer rates 
Several researchers have conducted lab

oratory studies to determine whether NAPL-aqueous 
phase mass exchange can be assumed to be an equi
librium process, or whether mass transfer limitations 
are significant. Some of these studies have produced 
m odels that relate mass transfer rates to sys tem 
properties such as aqueous phase velocities and 
NAPL volumetric fractions. However, the published 
models exhibit a wide range of quantitative relation
ships between mass transfer rates and system proper
ties. A series of simulations was conducted to tes t 
the sensitivity of the NAPL dissolution process to 
the magnitude of mass transfer rates, the dependen
cies of mass transfer models on sys tem properties, 
and the assumption of equilibrium between phases . 
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Figure 3 shows 
the resul ts of these simu
lations for four mass 
transfer models 2• 

3
• 
4 and 

a simulation where the 
equilibrium assumption 
was employed. Figure 3 
displays the total, or glo
bal, mass of NAPL remain
ing in the system as a 
function of time. The glo
bal NAPL mass is normal
ized by the initial NAPL 
mass in the system. Fig
ure 3 shows that, with 
the exception of the Pow
ers et al. "b" simulation, 
the mass transfer models 
gave results which were 
almost identical to the 
equilibrium simulation. 
These results imply that 
three of the four models produced high mass trans
fer rates , leading to rapid equilibrium between the 
NAPL and the aqueous phase. However, the dissolu
tion rate simulated with the Powers et al. "b" model 
was significantly lower after about 15 years , resulting 
in longer persistence of the NAPL. The Powers et al. 
"b" model produced mass transfer rates that are 
much lower than those obtained with the other 
models , at low NAPL volumetric fractions. These 
results indicate that mass transfer rates at low volu
metric fractions could be very important in the NAPL 
dissolution process. However, since little research 
has been conducted at lower NAPL volumetric frac
tions, the validity of the mass transfer models at 
low NAPL volumetric fractions is questionable. 

Effects of heterogeneous porous media properties 

A set of simulations was performed to 

study the influence of heterogeneous porous media 
properties on NAPL flow and transport. The ideal
ized heterogeneous simulation consisted of a single, 
9 em thick, low-permeability lens located 9 em below 
the top of the domain. The intrinsic permeability 
of the lens was one-half of the surrounding material. 
The other features of the domain and the sequence 
of the simulations were similar to the previous 
simulations. 

Figure 4 shows the normalized, global 
NAPL mass as a function of time for the low-perme
ability lens simulation and an equivalent, but homo
geneous , simulation. This figure indicates that 
NAPL dissolution for the low-permeability lens 
simulation proceeded at a significantly lower rate 
than the homogeneous simulation. The slower disso
lution may be explained by the NAPL configuration. 
Figure 5 shows the NAPL volumetric fractions at 
the time when the NAPL reached a residual level. 
The effect of the low-permeability lens is indicated 
by the pooling of NAPL on the top of the lens. The 
majority of the NAPL is contained in the pool above 
the low-permeability lens and inside the low-per
meability lens. These portions of the NAPL were 
subjected to low aqueous phase flow rates and corre
spondingly low mass removal rates. 
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Figure 3. NAPL mass as a function 
of time for various mass transfer 
models. 

Figure 4. NAPL mass as a func
t ion of t ime for homogeneous 
and heterogeneous systems. 

E 1.0 
)( 

0.5 
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It should be emphasized that this result 
was obtained with a highly idealized heterogeneous 
system and is only one of an infinite number of 
heterogeneous configurations. A significant amount 
of research remains to be done before a complete 
understanding of NAPL dissolution in heterogeneous 
systems can be achieved. This means that many 
more simulations need to be conducted over a wide 
range of porous media properties. 

Improving model efficiency 

A potentially large number of simulations 
will be required to gain a better understanding of 
the NAPL dissolution process in realistic systems. 
Simulations in three dimensions may eventually be 
needed, and more sophisticated physical, chemical, 
and biological mechanisms will be incorporated 
into the simulations. However, multiphase flow and 
transport simulations are computationally intensive 
from both a CPU-time and memory standpoint. New 
computational techniques for making the simulations' 
algorithms more efficient will be required to conduct 
these simulations in a reasonable amount of time. 

One way to improve code efficiency is to 
recognize that the NAPL and aqueous phase often 
are found simultaneously only within a small area 
relative to the full simulation domain . The solution 
of the flow equations is much more intensive when 
both the aqueous phase and NAPL are present. This 
type of problem is ideally suited to the application 
of domain decomposition (DD) techniques. DD 
techniques involve separating the problem into a 
series of subproblems and solving each subproblem 
separately. The advantages of DD are that the two
phase flow equations are solved only in the sub
domain containing the NAPL. In the algorithm 
developed here5 the subdomains are resized at each 
timestep as the size of the region containing NAPL 
changes. The aqueous phase solutions from each 
subdomain are updated in a sequential iterative 
process until the solutions converge at the boundary 
shared by the subdomains. We also developed a 
parallel DD scheme that involves decoupling the 
subdomains by lagging the one subdomain solution 
behind the solution of the other subdomain. The 
decoupling allows for solving each subdomain 
problem on a separate processor, but presumably at 
the cost of slower convergence. 

2.5 3.0 3.5 
x (m) 



A sample problem was used to tes t the 
sequential DD scheme, the parallel DD scheme, and 
a fu ll domain scheme. The size and properties of 
the test problem were similar to the problems used 
in the previous simulations. Figure 6 shows the 
results of the test problem in terms of the CPU time 
required to solve it. Application of the two DD 
schemes resulted in at leas t twofold CPU-time re
ductions over th e full domain scheme. Application 
of the parallel DD scheme resulted in longer CPU 
times when co mpared to application of the sequen
tial DD scheme on a multiprocessor CRAY Y-MP 
system. A speedup of 1.3 (measured as the ratio of 
CPU time to wall clock time) was achieved with the 
parallel DD scheme, but the number of iterations 
required for convergence increased significantly. It 
is likely that parallel schemes can be developed 
that have superior convergence properties and take 
better advantage of multipl e-processor platforms. 

Summary 
Simulations of NAPL dissolution revealed 

that, in all cases but one, differences in NAPL-aque
ous phase mass transfer models are not important 
and that the models gave similar results to a simu
lation using an equilibrium approach. The excep
tion was a mass transfer model that is more sensi
tive to NAPL volumetric fra ctions . Simulations 
conducted with this model exhibited significantly 
slower disso lution when the NAPL volumetric 
fractions were low. This result indicates that NAPL 
dissolution at low NAPL volumetric fractions may 
be crucial to predicting the length of time required 
to dissolve NAPL contaminants in the subsurface. 

A simulation conducted with a stratified 
heterogeneous porous media produced dissolution 
rates that were significantly lower than in the corre
sponding homogeneous case. However, this configu
ration of heterogeneous porous media is idealized 
and is only one of many possible configurations 
that might be found in the subsurface. Additional 
modeling efforts must be conducted , over a wide 
range of porous media heterogeneity, before the 
effects of heterogeneity on the NAPL dissolution 

Figure 5 (left). Simulation 
of NAPL infiltration into a 
heterogeneous system: color 
bar indicates logarithm of 
NAPL volumetric fract ions. 

Figure 6 (right). Results of test 
problem for domain decompo
sit ion schemes. 
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process are completely understood. The efficiency 
of the computational algorithms must be improved 
so that these and more complex simulations can 
be conducted in a reasonable amount of time. 
The development and application of domain de
composition algorithms represents a significant 
enhancement over conventional algorithms. Even 
better performance is expected when improved 
parallel domain decomposition algorithms are 
implemented. !...-
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Figure 1. OPYC, a state-of-the· 
art system to simulate ocean 
general circulation, reveals a 
three-dimensional flow in the 
global ocean basin visualized 
by particle trajectories, where 
particles have been released at 
specified locations. Trajectories 
in blue indicate low temperature, 
red indicates high temperature. 
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Some evidence suggests that increasing amounts of atmospheric pollution are 

threatening the delicate balance of the Earth's ecosystems. High-resolution ocean models 

used in coupled atmosphere-ocean-land simulations are vital to predicting climate 

changes and their time scales. Their size and complexity demand such vast amounts of 

computing resources that costs have been prohibitive and turnaround times impractical 

to date. A cooperative project completed recently between DKRZ, the German Climate 

Computing Center in Hamburg, and Cray Research, during which the ocean general 

circulation model OPYC- already implemented on a CRAY C90 system-was ported to 

a CRAY T3D massively parallel processing system, meant an important step forward in 

finding a practical, affordable solution for computationally intensive ocean modeling. 



Rising sea levels and global warming 
caused by increasing amounts of greenhouse gases 
released into the atmosphere are examples of press
ing global environmental issues for which decision 
makers must find quick solutions to preserve life 
on planet Earth. To document the delicate balance 
of the Earth's ecosys tems and provide decision 
makers with predictions about the consequences of 
disturbing that balance, environmental researchers 
use computer simulation models that span time 
scales ranging from days to millennia. 

In recent years, ocean models have become 
an important part of these environmental studies 
because of the ocean's pivotal role in climate varia
bility. Ocean models are used to study the variability 
of ocean circulation across years, centuries, and 
millennia in order to understand the physical causes 
of El Niii.os (warm events in the equatorial Pacific) 
or of warm or cold periods in the Earth's history, 
for example, and to study their influence on global 
ocean circulation . Extremely high-resolution ocean 
models are capable of resolving oceanic eddies and 
allow studying their influence on global ocean cir
culation or the natural variability of the ocean, while 
low-resolution models are used to study climate 
variability on extremely long time scales . Used in 
coupled atmosphere-ocean-land models, ocean 
models are vital to predicting climate changes and 
their time scales resulting from any kind of increased 
atmospheric pollution. 

Even when run on highest-performance 
parallel-vector super
computers , the sheer 
size and complexity of 
high-resolution ocean 
models make computa
tion costs prohibitive 
and turnaround times 
impractical when used 
for time scales of cen
turies. For example, a 
high-resolution global 
ocean model requires a 
resolution of 0(10 km), 
which resul ts in a 3600 
x 1800 horizon tal grid 
size times approximately 
40 levels vertically. 

Today, massive
ly parallel processing 
(MPP) systems, such as 
Cray Research's CRAY 
T3D system, hold the 
promise of providing the 
vast amounts of comput
ing resources required 
for ocean modeling. To 
begin tapping these pow
erful resources , research
ers at the Deutsches 
Klimarechenzentrum 
(DKRZ), the German 
Climate Computing 
Center in Hamburg, and 
computer specialists 
from Cray Research are 
cooperating on a project 

CRAY C90 CRAY T3D 

Server-Client 

Data pipe 

Command pipe 

to port OPYC (Ocean model with isoPYCnal coor
dinates), an ocean general circulation model already 
implemented on DKRZ's CRAY C90 system-and 
on many other Cray Research systems worldwide
to the CRAY T3D system. 

The ocean model 

The ocean general circulation model OPYC 
is a state-of-the-art system for simulating large-scale 
ocean circulation, as shown in Figure l. It uses 
primitive equations in flux form with free surface 
formulation . The density field is computed from 
temperature and salinity via a general state equation 
for seawater. Horizontally, the model uses a regular, 
staggered grid on spherical coordinates. Vertically, 
isopycnals (planes of constant potential density) 
are used as Lagrangian coordinates. In addition to 
standard parameteriza tions for convection, iso
pycnal and diapycnal mixing, a mixed layer model 
simulates the depth of a turbulent surface layer. A 
dynamic-thermodynamic sea-ice model predicts ice 
and snow cover according to a comprehensive ice 
rheology. The OPYC model uses a fully implicit time 
integration scheme. This leads to nonlinear equa
tions for the three-dimensional wave equation, for 
advection and diffusion of momentum, mass, heat, 
and salt , and for thickness and concentration of 
ice and snow and the related momentum. 

Parallelization on the CRAY T3D system 

The basic strategy for parallelizing the 
time-stepping part is the (x,y)-domain decomposi
tion. Columns (i.e., the z-direction) are located on 
the same processing element (PE). Each PE carries 
additional latitudes and longitudes for boundary 
values, as does the CRAY C90 version for the single 
domain. In addition, the client-server concept is 
used as a guideline (Figure 2). 

CPU's 

Figure 2. A client-server concept 
was used during parallelization 
of the ocean general circulation 
model OPYC on the CRAY no 
system. The diagram shows the 
flow of various data streams. A 
data and a command pipe are 
used to initialize model variables 
on the CRAY no system and to 
extract the final ocean state for a 
subsequent restart of the model. 
Intermediate data frequently 
generated by the ocean model 
are saved on disk. These data, 
which are still partitioned in one 
geographical direction, are asyn
chronously read by the CRAY C90 
system and converted to a final 
file format. 
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Table 1. Benchmarks for 
T106 model without and 
with postprocessing. 

CRAY CHANNELS Vol 17, No. 2, 1995 

8 16 346 1930 

256 16 16 198 3368 

512 16 32 97 6885 

Changes in the iterative techniques 

As in the CRAY C90 version of OPYC, linear 

equation systems for each of the implicit problems 

are solved directly in the x-direction and iterated in 

they-direction. After partitioning the x-direction 

into npex subdomains, the tridiagonal systems could 

be solved across all PEs in the x-direction. Inde

pendent of the chosen algorithm, this would result 

in a number of sequential operations across all PEs 

in the x-direction to solve the linear equations. Con

sequently, one may expect that such an algorithm 

will not scale well when the code is run on a truly 

massively parallel computer with 512 PEs, for exam

ple. This was demonstrated by Eltgroth,2 who devel

oped an efficient technique for the solution of linear 

equations for MPP systems. 
Such a technique has already been applied 

to OPYC's sea-ice model, which, as part of the 

coupled atmosphere-ocean-land model at Lawrence 

Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in Liver

more, California, is coupled to the Modular Ocean 

Model (MOM) from Geophysical Fluid Dynamics 

Laboratory (GFDL) in Princeton, New Jersey Eltgroth 

showed that such a scheme scales reasonably only 

up to 0(100) PEs. 
To achieve good scaling for a larger num

ber of PEs, we developed an engineering type of 

approach. Instead of solving one tridiagonal equa

tion across all PEs in the x-direction, we formulated 

a complete linear equation system fo r each PE and 

coupled the equations by a back-and-forth shifting 

of the grid point data relative to the virtual address 

space. This data shifting is carried out after each 

iteration. Thus, boundary values located near the 

interface between adjacent PEs will be located in 

the center of the PE grid point space and thus in 

the center of the linear equation system during the 

next iteration. This method results in a convergence 

rate similar to a fully direct method and yields sur

prisingly few changes to the ,version implemented 

on the CRAY C90 system. 

Heterogeneous environment 

The code was split into client and server 

components. The server remains on the CRAY C90 

system and performs the initialization phase and 

postprocessing. ln addition, the server supplies the 

client with atmospheric forcing data required peri-

346 1930 15.1 114.4 

200 3338 13.0 196.9 

101 6646 13.0 393.8 

odically each month. The server reads these data 

and sends them via a named pipe to PE(O,O). PE(O,O) 

distributes the data to all other PEs. The client runs 

on the CRAY T3D system and carries out the compu

tation. During the initialization phase the server fills 

all COMMON blocks and sends a copy to PE(O,O) 

on the CRAY T3D system via a named pipe. PE(O,O) 

partitions the data in the x- and y-directions and 

distributes the respective parts to the other PEs. 

At the end of the client program all modified 

COMMON blocks are returned to the server. These 

data are used to generate a restart file. Using the 

client-server concept for porting the code offers the 

following advantages: 

D The number of routines that had to be ported 

was minimized. Only the computationally inten

sive part of OPYC runs on the CRAY T3D system. 

On the other hand , if the model is initialized 

once from scratch, the expensive and hardly 

parallelizable routines for data preprocessing, etc. , 

run on the CRAY C90 system. 
D The CRAY T3D version of OPYC is transparent to 

the user. All files that communicate with the out

side world are created on the CRAY C90 system. 

From the user's point of view there is no differ

ence using either the combined CRAY C90/T3D 

version or the full CRAY C90 version. 

Communication 

The parallel part of OPYC is running on 

the CRAY T3D system as a single program multiple 

data (SPMD) code. Explicit shared memory message 

passing is used for communication on the CRAY T3D 

system. Communication between different PEs is 

required in three different cases: 

D Zonal and meridional boundary conditions 

D Data shift in the x-direction to improve conver

gence of the solvers 
D Global sums 

An analysis of the network activity on 32 

PEs showed that 1.5 percent of the total CRAY T3D 

time is used for global sums, 2 percent for zonal 

and meridional boundary conditions, and 8 percent 

for the data shift mechanism. While the network is 

active, 964.4 Mbytes/s are moved between all PEs. 



Data postprocessing 

The output of postprocessing data has 
been optimized to meet the requirements of a large 
CRAY T3D system with 512 PEs . To take better 
advantage of the l/0 bandwidth of the CRAY T3D 
sys tem, the first PE, i.e., PE(O,y), of ally-groups 
collects the data of its group and writes them onto 
an intermediate disk file. The server collects the 
postprocessing data from the intermediate files, con
verts the format from IEEE to Cray-binary format , 
and merges them into the final postprocessing file. 
This asynchronous procedure offers the advantage 
that the server may pick up the data from distributed 
files whenever the CRAY C90 sys tem's scheduling 
provides the server with some resources. 

Optimization for the DEC Alpha chip 

To improve the performance of OPYC, opti
miza tion work has been done to take into account 
the architecture of Digital Equipment Corporation's 
Alpha chip. Alpha is a RISC processor with a slow 
hardware floating point divide. The main goals of 
the optimization work have been 

l. Reducing memory traffic. The following tech
niques were used: 
0 Loop collapsing 
0 Storing intermediate results in temporary 

variables 
0 Reordering the sequence of computation 

2. Better use of cache, for example, due to swaps 
of loop indices to achieve an increment of one 
in the innermost loop . 

3. Reducing the number of divides by rearranging 
loops or exchanging divides by a constant for a 
multiply by a constant. 

Benchmark tests 

Runs with a variety of partitions (Table 1) 
for the global ocean model with T106 resolution 
(320 x 160 horizontal grid points) show that the 
performance does not drop significantly for up to 
512 PEs. There are only small differences when data 
postprocessing is switched on or off. After complet
ing the Alpha chip optimization we achieved 292 
MFLOPS on 16 PEs , 593 MFLOPS on 32 PEs, 1029 
MFLOPS on 64 PEs, and 2173 MFLOPS on 128 
PEs for a lower-resolution T42 (128 x 64 horizontal 
grid points) model. This means that for this problem 
23 PEs on the CRAY T3D system are equivalent to 
one CRAY C90 CPU . The Tl06 model ran with 7.4 
GFLOPS on the CRAY T3D system with 512 PEs. 

Conclusion 

During parallelization of the ocean general 
circulation model OPYC, the client-server layout 
was found to be useful because of the small amount 
of work involved in porting the entire code and be
cause of the user transparency achieved. 

Use of an implicit time step scheme in 
combination with the line-relaxa tion method and 
the data shift mechanism resulted in a code that 
involves surprisingly few changes relative to the 

CRAY C90 version. The network activity caused by 
the data shift mechanism was found to be tolerable 
on the CRAY T3D system and scales very well. 

Data postprocessing was found to be cru
cial for production runs . An asynchronous write 
from the client and read into the server was found 
to be the b·est strategy. The server reconstructs all 
full-domain data in a CRAY C90-compatible for
mat. Pipes are used only to initialize the CRAY T3D 
system, to return data that the server requires for 
generating the restart file , and to supply the client 
with monthly data. It was not found useful to trans
fer data frequently across pipes because the server 
on the CRAY C90 usually is not running in dedi
cated mode. 

A first production run demonstrated that 
the parallelized OPYC runs efficiently on a 32-PE 
CRAY T3D system. Despite the fact that the server 
runs on a heavily used CRAY C90 system at DKRZ, 
no severe bottlenecks, caused by CRAY C90 sched
uling, for example, have appeared. This scientific 
experiment, which used approximately 1500 equiva
lent CRAY C90 hours and produced 100 Gbytes of 
permanent data , confirmed the reliability of Cray 
Research's MPP system. 

Porting the general ocean circulation model 
OPYC to the CRAY T3D system is an important step 
toward finding a practical, affordable solution for 
computationally intensive ocean modeling. Improved 
turnaround and greater model precision are indis
pensable for finding timely answers to critical envi
ronmental problems. !..... 
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The U.S. Navy's Fleet Numerical Meteor
ology and Oceanography Center (FLENUMMETO
CCEN) is th e Department of Defense (DoD) central 
production site for all s tandard , fully automated 
real-time meteorological and oceanographic predic
tion products. FLENUMMETOCCEN fulfills this 
role through a suite of sophistica ted global and 
regional meteorological and oceanographic models, 
extending from the top o f th e atmosphere to the 
bottom of the ocean. 1 These models are supported 
by one of the world's largest real-time meteorological 
and oceanographic observational databases, consist
ing of over one million new observations each day 
from satellites and other global observing sys tems. 
FLENU MMETOCCEN operates around the clock, 
365 days per year, and distributes more than 30,000 
meteorological and oceanographic products per day 
to DoD and civilian users around the world. Figure 1 
shows a sample FLENUMMETOCCEN product 
which indicates significant wave height in meters 
(contours and color) and primary wave direc tion 
(arrows) o f September 1994's Typhoon Orchid. 

ln the pas t year, FLENUMMETOCCEN 
upgraded its meteorological and oceanographic 
modeling infrastructure dramatically with the instal
la tion of the Primary Ocean ographic Prediction 
System (POPS-2) supercomputer system (Figure 2) . 
POPS-2 is complemented by a similar sys tem re
ferred to as POPS- 1, at the Naval Oceanographic 
Offi ce at the Stennis Space Center in Mississippi. 
The Naval Oceanographic Office sys tem is used to 
generate human-machine, special au tomated , and 
real-time oceanographic prediction products, as well 
as for resea rch and development support. POPS-1 
and POPS-2 are linked via high-speed (1 .5 Mbits/s) 
Tl data communications; together they provide the 
means to develop and operate state-of-the-art meteo
rologica l and oceanographic models. 

Hardware 

lnjune 1994, POPS-2 became the primary 
producti on platform fo r all operational meteoro
logical and oceanographic predicti on models at 
FLENUMMETOCCEN . POPS-2 replaced an aging 
and obsolete Control Data Corporation CYBER 
205 computer, whi ch had been in use at the center 
since 1982. 

Figure 1. Significant wave height in meters (contours and color) and primary wave direction (arrows) from 
a 24-hour forecast valid at 0000 GMT 28 September 1994. The region of high waves (greater than 7.5 min 
height) south of Japan is a result of Typhoon Orchid, which was moving northward toward eventual land· 
fall in southern Japan. The relative minimum in wave heights in the center of the high-wave region reflects 
the eye of the typhoon. This was a routine operational product made at FLENUMMETOCCEN with a high· 
resolution (0.2' latitude by 0.2' longitude) regional implementation of the WAM Third-Generation Wave 
model.2 In this instance, the wave model was forced by surface wind stress at 1' latitude by 1' 1ongitude 
resolution from the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric System (NOGAPS) meteorological model.3 Both 
the WAM wave model and NOGAPS meteorological model run operationally on the POPS-2 CRAY C90 system. 

---~ 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 

The heart of the POPS-2 system is a CRAY 
C90 supercomputer on which all of the meteoro
logical and oceanographic prediction models run 
(Figure 3) . In its current configuration, the machine 
has 8 processors, 128 Mwords of central memory, a 
256-M word SSD solid-state storage device, 46 Gbytes 
ofDD-60 disk space, and 45 Gbytes ofDA-301 Re
dundant Array of Independent Disk (RAID) space. 

The CRAY C90 sys tem is complemented 
by a CRAY Y-MP 2E system, which acts as a data 
server for the CRAY C90 production platform. The 
CRAY Y- MP 2E system 
has 2 processors, 32 
Mwords of central 
memory, a 128-Mword 
SSD, 46 Gbytes of DD-
60 disk space, and 10 
Gbytes of DA-301 
RAID space. The CRAY 
Y-MP 2E system drives 

Figure 2 (below). Dedication of 
the POPS-2 CRAY C90 system at 
FLENUMMETOCCEN. From left to 
right: RADM Geoffrey Chesbrough, 
then Oceanographer of the Navy; 
CAPT Robert Plante, Commanding 
Officer of FLENUMMETOCCEN; 
Congressman Sam Farr, D-CA; 
RADM John Chubb, then Com· 
mander of the Naval Meteoro· 
logy and Oceanography Com· 
mand; and RADM Thomas 
Mercer, Superintendent of the 
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School. 

mete . , ~t\c\ oc.eanogra,L. orologtca' '-' ,.,,,tc 
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Figure 3. Architectu re of 
the POPS-2 System at 
FLENUMMETOCCEN. 
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a StorageTek 9310 tape archive system , which 

supports 2 Tbytes of storage in its current 

configuration. 
As shown in Figure 3, the CRAY C90 and 

CRAY Y-MP 2E systems are connected to an Ultra 

1-Gbyte/s high-speed LAN via 100 Mbyte/s High

Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI) channels. 

The CRAY Y-MP C90 and CRAY Y-MP2E systems 

also are linked directly by a 200-Mbyte/s double

wide HIPPI channel. A Sun Gateway provides a 

path from POPS-2 to a suite of CDC CYBER 860 

mainframes, collectively referred to as the Primary 

Environmental Processing System (PEPS) . The 

POPS-2 system is operated in classified mode 24 

hours per day to allow processing of classified data 

in the meteorological and oceanographic models . 

PEPS provides for a trusted one-way flow of unclas

sified products out of the POPS-2 system and onto 

an unclassified site-wide LAN of personal computers 

and workstations for further distribution. Access to 

POPS-2 is possible only through classified terminal 

rooms linked via a classified network (Figure 3) _ 

Finally, POPS-2 is fully supported by an 

uninterruptible power supply system with a diesel 

generator backup. This makes the supercomputer 

system impervious to commercial power fluctuations 

and outages. 

Software 

With the installation of the POPS-2 hard

ware suite came sweeping and revolutionary changes 

in FLENUMMETOCCEN's software support infra

structure. Key aspects of this included a nearly 

complete transition to the UNIX operating system, 

heavy reliance on commercial off-the-shelf software, 

and a fundamental commitment to the philosophy 

of open systems architecture. The replacement of the 

PEPS system with high-performance workstations 

over the next several years will complete FLENU

MMETOCCEN's full transition to UNIX and open 

architecture. 
The Supervisor Monitor Scheduler (SMS) 

so ftware, developed by the European Centre for 

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) to 

provide centralized monitoring and scheduling qf 

complex job streams, con trols the opera tional job 

stream on POPS-2. FLENUMMETOCCEN is now 

using a formal , structured process for development, 

documentation, and implementation of new general

purpose utility routines as required by the meteo

rological and oceanographic models. Software stan

dards for all applications as well as new procedures 

and tools for performing configuration management 

of all of the POPS-2 so ftware also are in place. 

Database management 

Perhaps the most far-reaching and revolu

tionary change in the FLENUMMETOCCEN soft

ware infrastructure, however, was the implementa

tion of the Integrated Stored Information System 

(ISIS) , which uses a relational database management 

system to manage the data ingested and produced 

by the meteorological and oceanographic models 

on POPS-2.4 This system has established FLENU

MMETOCCEN as a leader in meteorological and 

oceanographic data management, and it is providing 

unprecedented flexibility in meeting new and more 

complex meteorological and oceanographic model

ing requirements. 
ISIS evolved from the Naval Environmental 

Operational Nowcas ting System (NEONS) , which 

was developed by the Naval Research Laboratory. 5 

As in NEONS, ISIS data are organized into generic 

types (for example, gridded fields, latitude-longi

tude-time, geographic, and image) and represented 

by a set of cross-referenced data tables, which contain 

much information about the data (metadata) in 

addition to the data itself. ISIS extends the capabili

ties of NEONS to handle the much larger data vol

umes and many more data types required to support 

operations at FLENUMMETOCCEN . 
Figure 4 shows the role of ISIS in the FLE

NUMMETOCCEN software hierarchy. Meteorologi

cal and oceanographic model applications interface 

with the ISIS so ftware shell , which in turn uses 

embedded Structured Query Language (SQL) to 

interface with the relational database management 

system (RDBMS) . The RDBMS interfaces with the 

UNIX operating system, which ultimately performs 

input/output (l/0) operations to disk or tape. The 

hierarchy is very strict; applications are not permit

ted to bypass the ISIS layer to reach the database 

tables, and the RDBMS is not permitted to bypass 

the UNIX layer to perform storage and retrieval. 

These rules allow for the technology at any level to 

change independently. 
EMPRESS, a commercial o ff-th e-shelf 

client-server database management sys tem, was 

selected as the RDBMS. EMPRESS is compliant 

with U.S. government standards for portability and 

open-systems architecture design , including ANSI 

standards for SQL and U.S. military standards for 

TCP/IP communication protocols_ The ISIS/EMPRESS 

combination provides locking, integrity checking, 

access and concurrency controls, sophisticated data 

indexing, storage and query optimization , in terac

tive access , archiving, and backup and recovery of 

data across distributed UNIX platforms. 
ISIS/EMPRESS currently runs operationally 

on both the CRAY C90 and CRAY Y-MP 2E systems, 

and it will soon be extended to a network of high-



performance Sun workstations. ISIS currently man
ages over 15 Gbytes of highly dynamic data organ
ized into approximately 3000 data tables, with these 
numbers expected to double in the next year as new 
data types and applications are implemented. 

Database technology arose and matured in 
the business community, where the principal need 
was to deliver small quantities of randomly selected 
data . Meteorological and oceanographic models 
typically must process very large amounts of data at 
high speed, and the records in meteorological and 
oceanographic databases are significantly larger than 
their counterparts in business applications . Thus , 
efficient management of very large data records , 
which are referred to as binary large objects (BLOBs), 
is a fundam ental and important requirement for 
ISIS. BLOBs may be gridded field data output from 
meteorological and oceanographic models , satellite 
images, meteorological or oceanographic observa
tional data , geographic data , computer programs, or 
anything the user chooses them to be. BLOBs may, 
and often do , have internal structure; it is merely 
unknown to the RDBMS. 

Most ISIS data is stored as BLOBs. Within 
the BLOBs , ISIS uses the World Meteorological 
Organization-supported gridded binary (GRIB) and 
binary universal form for data representation (BUFR) 
self-referential formats for storage of gridded fields 
and observational data , respectively. ISIS uses "true" 
GRIB and BUFR, which means that data is stored 
in its packed binary transmission format, allowing 
inspection down to the bit level. 

ISIS uses Cray Research's Data Migration 
Facility (DMF) to archive data on the tape silo 
system. Some data also may be archived on smaller 
systems such as jukeboxes. ISIS presents a seamless 
interface to the user, with appropriate controls to 
prevent users from clogging the system with large 
data requests. To save processing time, ISIS archives 
database tables rather than extracting the data into 
another archive format. 

Recent ISIS enhancements include optimi
zation of block sizes, dynamic indexing during pro
duction processes, SQL query optimization, data 
partitioning by 12-hour intervals to prevent tables 
from becoming too large, and data caching of small 
tables. Recent EMPRESS enhancements include a 
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Summary 
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became the primary production 
platform at FLENUMMETOCCEN 
in june 1994, replacing an obsolete 
CYBER 205 computer. The CRAY 
C90 supercomputer, which is the 
heart of POPS-2 , provided the com
puting power to produce improved 
operational meteorological and 
oceanographic prediction products 
in support of all branches of DoD. 
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As an integral part of the 
POPS-2 project, revolutionary and 
far-reaching changes were ushered 
into the meteorological and ocean
ographic modeling support infra
structure at FLENUMMETOCCEN. 
Transition to the UNIX operating 
system, heavy reliance on commer
cial off-the-shelf software, a funda
mental commitment to the philosophy of 
open-systems architecture, and implementation of 
the ISIS relational database management system 
were the cornerstones of these changes . 

The use of ISIS to manage the heavy 
volumes of data characteristic of FLENUMMETOC
CEN's supercompu ter-based meteorological and 
oceanographic modeling operation has been revolu
tionary. To make ISIS a viable solution in this envi
ronment, FLENUMMETOCCEN extended RDBMS 
technology to the high-performance computing and 
very large data records typical of meteorological 
and oceanographic modeling applications. This 
technology is working well to meet the needs of 
FLENUMMETOCCEN , and ISIS is providing un
precedented flexibility in meeting new and more 
complex meteorological and oceanographic model
ing requirements.~ 
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Environmental 
research gets a 
boost from new 

Given the complexity of current environmental challenges-from reducing pol

lution to predicting climate changes- it's no wonder that Cray Research systems are used 

at 82 percent of all supercomputer-based environmental sites around the world. They are 

used for tasks such as weather prediction, climate modeling, ecosystem simulations, and 

analysis of groundwater transportation of contaminants. A case in point: in 1994 the 

National Weather Service began making climate predictions up to one year in advance, 

thanks to the power of their CRAY C90 and CRAY Y-MP systems. These forecasts are helping 

water management officials and transportation managers make informed decisions on 

such matters as irrigation planning and stockpiling of salt for winter road maintenance. 

Environmental research isn't just confined 

to the largest supercomputer systems anymore. 

Cray Research's latest air-cooled supercomputers, 

the CRAY ]90 series-including the CRAY ]916 

and the CRAY ]932 systems-already are making 

inroads into this important market. Climate re

searchers at the Scripps Institute of Oceanography 

(SIO) are using a CRAY ]916 system in climate 

research aimed toward seasonal and annual climate 

predictions. The CRAY ]916 system also will be 

used soon at the National Meteorological Center 

(NMC) to provide support for climate modeling 

research , and pre- and postprocessing for models 

already running on a CRAY C916 system. 

The CRAY ]932 system features high

speed processing, high memory bandwidth of 

51.2 Gbytes/s, and 8192 Mbytes of shared memo

ry-twice the memory capacity of the CRAY ]916 

system. The system is available with up to 32 pro

cessors implemented in CMOS technology in a 

shared-memory architecture that maximizes work

load throughput and parallel processing efficiency. 

Retaining full compatibility with the suc

cessful CRAY ]916 system, the CRAY ]932 system 

provides new opportunities for cutting costs while 

accelerating research and model refinement. In 

addition, automatic parallelizing compilers and the 

UNICOS operating system help deliver the maxi

mum benefit from the CRAY ]932 system. 

A software environment that 
maximizes productivity 

Its open , standards-based software envi

ronment ensures that the CRAY ]932 system will 

integrate easily into most existing distributed com

puting networks. The UNICOS operating system, 

a standard UNIX environment enhanced for super

computing, provides efficient parallel processing, 
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production-quality resource management, security, 
and network connectivity. This is of particular 
value to organizations like the U.S. National Meteor
ological Center (NMC), which hope to achieve the 
goal of an all UNIX environment by 1996. 

All CRAY ]932 systems are air-cooled to 

simplify installation and maintenance and reduce 
operating costs. They require no special computer
room environments or special power or cooling 
arrangements. The CRAY ]932 processor, memory, 
and I/0 components are field upgradable, making 
it easy to expand computing resources as job mixes 
and workloads evolve and grow. The systems ele
vate midrange supercomputing to a new level of 
productivity and ease of use. Such "departmental" 
capabilities were pivotal in a decision to purchase 
a CRAY ]90 system by the NCAR Mesoscale and 
Microscale Meteorology Division for use in advanced 
research. 

The CRAY ]932 system is a true scalable 
multiprocessor supercomputer that includes a 
scalar cache to complement its shared-memory 
bandwidth. The system 's powerful processors , 
combined with fast , efficient interprocessor com
munication and synchronization, allow the system 
to operate equally well as a throughput server 
and as a time-to-solution server. Both types of capa
bility are required at Scripps Institute of Oceano
graphy (SlO) and NMC. Research requirements 
necessitate high job throughput to continually ad
vance model skill. The operational forecast demands 
high performance to complete each run in a con
strained time frame. 

As a throughput server, the system's 
multiple CPUs process multiple-job workloads 
quickly. To collapse the time-to-solution of very 
large jobs, Cray Research's state-of-the-art parallel
processing software minimizes parallel overhead. 
The CRAY ]932 system's 51.2 Gbytes/s of memory
to-CPU bandwidth exceeds by a factor of 20 that 
of most competing systems in this price class and 
maximizes the computational efficiency of both 
multi-user and memory-intensive workloads. As a 
result, the system meets the most demanding com
puting needs regardless of workload mix. 

To further expand throughput, CRAY ]932 

systems can be clustered using the Cray Super
Cluster Environment software. A supercluster 
environment provides flexible options for configur
ing a high-performance network , while balancing 
workload and allocating the most appropriate re-

sources to each job. In addition to the batch pro
cessing, data availability and management, resource 
allocation, and security features that UNICOS pro
vides at the node level, Cray SuperCluster Environ
ment software provides automatic job-level workload 
distribution, distributed file access and program
ming, closely coupled connectivity for distributed 
programs, and high-performance shared data access , 
among other features. A clustered environment can 
include a wide range of systems, from supercompu
ters and servers to workstations. lts high-bandwidth 
I/0 makes the CRAY ]932 system ideally suited for 
use as a central cluster server. 

To provide maximum connectivity, the 
CRAY ]932 system is equipped with 1 to 16 VME-
64 I/0 subsystems and can accommodate up to 
2.4 Gbytes/s of total I/0 bandwidth. This industry 
standard design provides access to a wide range 
of price and performance disk products , third
party peripherals , FDDI and Ethernet networks , 
and I/0 devices from vendors such as E-Systems 
and Storage Technology. For hierarchical storage 
management (HSM), the system supports Cray 
Research's Data Migration Facility (DMF). Con
necting to existing small computer system inter
face (SCSI) peripherals is easy, too , because the 
CRAY ]932 system has easily accessible SCSI bulk
head connectors. The CRAY ]932 HIPPI interface 
provides high-performance connectivity to HIPPI
based peripherals and for distributed processing 
applications such as Parallel Virtual Machine 
(PVM) . This high-performance connectivity also 
facilitates the transfer of large files to CRAY Y-MP, 
CRAY C90, and CRAY T3D systems. The CRAY 
]932 system can be configured with up to eight 
100-Mbyte/s HIPPI-to-memory channels . The 
CRAY ]932 system is also designed to allow for 
future performance enhancements to be incorpor
ated , allowing you to preserve your investment as 
future enhancements are developed. 

The CRAY ]90 series is well suited for 
growing production and complex environmental 
computing needs , from weather forecasting to 
ocean-atmosphere models . By providing cost
effective, sustained application performance, the 
series offers departmental or enterprise-wide capa
bilities to meet the most challenging requirements. 
For more information on the CRAY ]916 or CRAY 
]932 system, call1-800-289-CRAY, visit our World 
Wide Web server at http://www.cray.com, or email 
us at crayinfo@cray.com. ~ 
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CUSTOMER'' 

A conversation with J. Phillip Samper 
new Cray Research Chairman and CEO 

When Phil Samper-former Eastman 
Kodak vice chairman and president of 
Sun Microsystems Computer Corp., 
and newly named Cray Research 
Chairman and CEO-is asked about 
his marketing philosophy, he doesn't 
hesitate: "Know the customer's busi
ness, be in contact with the customer, 
get out with the sales organization to 
understand customers and potential 
customers." 

Sampe1; 60, is a man of his word. 

During his tenure at Sun Microsys
tems- a company the Wall Street 
journal credits Samper with trans
forming from a "late-stage entrepre
neurial firm to a well-managed busi
ness"- he made a point of personally 
contacting customers. A call to the 
CIO of Fingerhut Companies, a cata
logue merchandising leader, was par-



ticularly appreciated for its timeli
ness. At the height of Fingerhut's 
Christmas rush season, Samper 
phoned to make sure the customer's 

computing resources were keeping 
pace with Fingerhut's business. 

It 's that attention to customers' busi

ness concerns-along with extensive 

management leadership that includes 

a career spanning 28 years with 
Eastman Kodak and a stint as presi

dent and CEO of Kinder-Care Learn

ing Centers, Inc.- that led Cray 

Research's board to name Samper as 

successor to john F Carlson, who 

retired as chairman in May. 

"Phil Samper is the ideal person to 

lead Cray Research at this important 

point in the company's history, " says 

Robert G. PotteJ; a Cray Research 

board member and chairman of the 

board's executive committee. "His 

strong record of business leadership 

in the computer industry and other 

industrial technology sectors will 

help maintain Cray's supremacy in 
the high-end supercomputing market 

and drive the company's growing 
success in new markets. Phil will 
advance Cray's business strategy and 

build shareholder value, working 
closely with C ray President and 
COO Bob Ewald and other members 

of the management team." 

Ewald shares the board's enthusiasm 

for Samper. "I knew Phil before he 
came to Cray," Ewald says. "He's a 

person of high integrity and he gets 

things done. He fits the bill perfectly 

for what we need at Cray Research. " 

Samper serves on the boards of Arm

strong World Industries , Inc. , Lancas

ter, Pennsylvania; Interpublic Group 

of Companies, New York; Sylvan 

Learning Systems, Inc. , Columbia, 
Mary land; and on the advisory board 

of the University of California Busi

ness School. An MIT Sloan Fellow 
(1972-73) , he is married to the former 

Gail Harrison and has two children. 

Why did you agree to join Cray 
Research? 

I am excited to assume this leadership 

role in a company of Cray's stature. 

The Cray Research name is synonymous 

with technology leadership and strong 

customer relationships based on deliver

ing unique value. 

What kinds of things did you do at 

Sun? 

We brought out products in record 

time. We focused on marketing and 
marketing communications, pumped up 

public relations , put more emphasis on 

the international area and on sales. 

What from your Sun experience is 

relevant to Cray? 

The value of teamwork. The importance 

of brand and company image. The impor

tance of shortening the product time 
cycle. The ability to remain in touch 

with market opportunities . The impor

tance of successful financial performance. 

Why did you leave Sun? 

For the reasons we stated at the time. I 

was on the Sun board, and the plan was 

for me to run the computer company for 

l2 to 24 months and bring some ele

ments together. We laid out our objec

tives , and after 12 months those objec

tives were met and, in some cases, signi

ficantly surpassed. I told Scott McNealy 

it was time to find a replacement. He 
initially tried to dissuade me, but I knew 

the time was right. So at the end of 1994 

we announced that I would be leaving 

Sun. My last day at Sun was March 1, 

1995. My discussions with Cray started 

after that. I'm an admirer of Sun, and 
Scott McNealy and I remain great friends . 

Is your plan at Cray similar? 

No. The board and I haven't placed any 

time limit on my tenure at Cray. 

Will the Cray-Sun relationship become 

stronger? 

Cray and Sun established a good and 

growing relationship before I arrived at 

Cray. The two companies collaborate on 

a number of fronts. Anything further we 

do with Sun will be because it is good 

for Cray. I do expect opportunities for 

Cray and Sun to do more together, 
though, and I think my relationship 

with Sun will be useful there. 

Cray's market has been tough. Do you 

see prospects for returning to growth? 

Not just prospects, I see progress-mov

ing into new technical and commercial 

markets. The key is getting people to 
work together. We did a lot of this at 

Kodak and Sun. Success requires trust, 

honesty, and teamwork. Another key is 

putting the infrastructure in place to 

move quickly into new markets. 

How important is the high-end super

computer market for Cray? 

Cray Research enjoys a 70 percent glob

al share of the supercomputer business . 

We don't want to give that up. At the 

same time, Cray needs to expand into 

new growth markets by leveraging its 

good products and respected technology 

into new markets here and abroad. It's a 

question of execution and moving more 

aggressively. And we need a superior 

scalable platform that carries applications 

forward with superior performance and 

price-performance. 

What applicable experience do you 
bring to Cray? 

I have experience managing companies 

and operations, experience in all areas of 

management, including manufacturing, 

marketing, and sales. I think that experi

ence can be helpful at Cray. 

What about your international experi

ence? 

I spent 17 of my 28 years at Kodak out

side of the United States . At Sun, I was 

based in Mountain View, California but 

traveled the world. I grew up in South 

America. 

What about cost-cutting? Will you be 

doing that at Cray? 

Cost-cutting is a logical step for any 

company today, including Cray. You 

have to have good cost-performance to 

be competitive. 

Do you have a vision for Cray? 

Cray Research has a great image in tech

nology. I want to help the company 

move more aggressively into new mar

kets, improve cost-performance, produc

tivity, and ultimately shareholder value. 
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ri1PPLICATIONS UPDATE 

FAIM software on a CRAY T3D system 
slashes chip masking time 

Photolithography encompasses all 
of the steps necessary in the process of 
manufacturing computer chips. Until 
recently, this difficult process was accom
plished through costly and time-consum
ing trial-and-error methods. But now, 
Vector Technology has developed soft
ware for Cray Research supercomputers 
that enables electrical engineers to simu
late this process much more efficiently 
and cost-effectively. 

The process of designing and produc
ing computer chips involves the creation 
of delicate masks, which are then trans
ferred to the surface of silicon wafers to 
form an integrated circuit. Creating masks 
is a complex and costly process. Produc
tion of a single standard mask can cost 
as much as $5 ,000 , and a single phase 
shift mask can cost as much as $40,000. 
It is not uncommon for more than 20 
masks to be required to produce one inte
grated circuit. The trial-and-error nature 
of this process can also cause delays in 
production. As a result, improvements 
in the photolithographic process that re
duce the number of mask trials required 
can significantly reduce production costs 
and time to market. 

Vector Technology's Fast Aerial Image 
Modeling (FAIM) software, makes these 
benefits a reality. A newly developed algo
rithm allows simulation of the photolith
ographic process for full-sized chips. On 
a 256-processor CRAY T3D system, FAIM 
can simulate 4-Mbyte DRAMS in less 
than one hour. Such a simulation might 
have required hundreds of years of CPU 
time to complete with the algorithms pre
viously available to electrical engineers. 
With the new algorithms , work and stor
age requirements scale linearly with the 
number of processors to take full advan
tage of the massively parallel architecture 
of the CRA Y T3D system. Performance 
of the FAIM software on the 256-proces
sor CRA Y T3D system has reached nearly 
6 GFLOPS. This performance allows the 
electronics industry to perform simula
tions that simply cannot be performed in 
any other way. 
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For more information about FAIM 
on the CRA Y T3D system, contact Mike 
Aamodt at 612/683-3665 or send email 
to maa@cray.com. 

HSPICE version H95.2 released for 
Cray Research supercomputers 

Version H95.2 of HSPICE, Meta-Soft
ware's industrial grade analysis code for 
the simulation of electrical circuits in 
the steady-state, transient, and frequency 
domains, is now available for Cray 
Research supercomputers. 

HSPICE users with Cray Research sys
tems will realize improved performance 
with this new version of a versatile elec
tronics code. MOSFET models have been 
optimized and now run up to three times 
faster than the original code for these 
types of analyses. 

For more information about the new 
release of HSPICE, contact Mike Aamodt 
at 612/683-3665 or send email to maa@ 
cray.com. 

Cray Research releases CRI/TurboKiva 
version 2.2 

CRI/TurboKiva, Cray Research's en
hanced engineering version of the KIVA-3 
computer program for the calculation of 
transient, two- and three-dimensional, 
chemically reactive fluid flows with sprays 
is now available in version 2.2. CRI/Turbo
Kiva can be used to simulate air flow , 
fuel injection, combustion, and pollutant 
emission in continuous combustors, as 
well as reciprocating two-stroke and four
stroke engines featuring multiple moving 
valves. Multiple fuel injectors with multi
ple injection rates may be used. With 
CRI/TurboKiva, more than 30 types of 
liquid and gaseous fuels may be used to 
study turbulent combustion, soot, carbon 
monoxide, and nitric oxide emissions. 
CRI/TurboKiva also features a powerful 
Motif-based input processor that greatly 
facilitates data preparation. CRI/TurboKiva 
relies on externally generated meshes. 

For more information about 
CRI/TurboKiva, please contact Ting-Ting 

Zhu at 612/683-3631 or send email to 
tingting@cray. com. 

~ 

Cray Research announces UniChem 3.0 
UniChem 3.0 is the latest version of 

Cray Research's complete, easy to use, 
molecular modeling package. Highlights 
of this release include new functionality, 
increased accuracy and performance in 
the chemistry simulation codes, and major 
improvements to the user interface. These 
new features enhance UniChem's usabili
ty and extend the range of practical calcu
lations. UniChem supports the leading 
quantum mechanics chemistry codes 
DGauss 3.0, MND094, CADPAC 5.2 , 
and Gaussian 92. The UniChem package 
provides a graphical user interface for 
building molecules , initiating simulation 
jobs, and examining the results using 3-D 
visualization techniques . New features of 
DGauss 3.0 include the use of analytic 
second derivatives to improve perfor
mance and numerical stability, all new 
basis sets, NMR chemical shift calcula
tions, and point charge fitting. DGauss 
3.0 and MND094 now support solvent 
effect studies via a new reaction field 
model. Other enhancements to MND094 
include support for four new transition 
metals, addition of a direct molecular 
dynamics method, and implementation 
of analytic gradients that improve accura
cy and a tenfold performance improve
ment over previous methods. 

Molecule building with the UniChem 
3.0 user interface has been improved 
with the addition of 3-D scaffolding, a 
new 3-D cursor, and a one-step "undo" 
feature. A new "Quick Cleanup" feature 
optimizes molecular geometry by using 
an empirical force field valid for all 
atoms. Adding to the current support for 
X Window System graphics on SGI work
stations, a version for the Sun Solaris 
environment has been developed. A 2-D 
plotting package and new animation fea
tures round out the UniChem 3.0 user 
interface enhancements. 

For more information about UniChem 
3 .0, please contact Lee Roll at 612/683-
3552 or send email to lee.roll@cray.com. 



liJSER NEWS 

EarthVision instructs students and 
teachers about environmental research 

Earth Vision is the only computational 
science program for elementary and high 
school teachers and students devoted 
exclusively to environmental research. 
Sponsored by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, Earth Vision is a pro
fessional development and educational 
program for high school teachers and 
students. The two primary goals of the 
program are to train teams of teachers 
and students to do environmental re
search by using computational science 
and high-performance computing and 
to establish environmental research and 
computational science programs , as well 
as high performance computing capa
bilities at high schools . Teacher-student 
teams are provided with an intensive two
year academic program. 

High schools receive a scientific work
station and a telecommunications link 
to the National Environmental Super
computing Center (NESC) in Bay City 
Michigan. Each team is associated with 
the science community through mentors 
who are professional researchers from 
business and industry, academia, and 
government. These mentors work with 
the teams in the design and implementa
tion of their research projects. Each team 
constructs scientific theory, translates the 
theory into a mathematical model, writes 
the code in Fortran to run the model in 
a high-performance computing environ
ment, infuses data , and analyzes the out-

put of the model by using scientific visu
alizations . Each team reports the results 
of its research in scholarly forums, pro
fessional journals, or meetings such as 
the annual IEEE Supercomputing con
ference, 14th World Congress of the 
International Association for Mathema
tics and Computers in Simulation 
(IMACS), and the Second International 
Workshop on Scientific Visualization. 

1.... 

Research activities at high schools 

Following are summaries of there
search activities at some of the Earth Vision 
high schools. 

The 1992-94 Earth Vision team from 
the Center for Arts and Sciences High 
School in Saginaw, Michigan conducted 
a project titled "A Summary of Heavy 
Metal Distribution Data in the Saginaw 
Bay and a Computer Model to Interpret 
These Data." They hypothesized that the 
most important factors influencing the 
transportation of heavy metals include 
water direction and velocity, ion con
centration, topography of the bottom, 
sediment type, and biota. During the 
investigation, the team of two teachers 
and four students created color-coded 
maps of existing historical data show
ing heavy metal distribu tion, determined 
how metal ions interact with water sedi
ments and living organisms, created a 
mathematical model that described and 
visualized these interactions in the 
Saginaw Bay, and compared its model's 

predictions with actual historical maps. 
The 1993-95 Earth Vision team from 

Caseville High School in Caseville, Michi
gan conducted a project titled "A Com
parison of Weather Data and Crop Water 
Demands for Shebeon-Kilmanagh Soils 
in Huron County." They hypothesized 
that, based on available weather data, a 
majority of current crop water demands 
will exceed available precipitation in 
Huron County. The team investigated at 
least 30 years of weather data and crop 
yields from Shebeon-Kilmanagh soil to 
determine if seasonal crop water 
demands exceed precipitation. 

The Caseville team is working closely 
with the agricultural extension agent in 
their area and with local farmers , both 
of whom are interested in their research 
efforts. The results of the investigation 
are likely to have an impact on regional 
farming policy through the determina
tion of the most effective crops to plant 
from both economic and ecological per
spectives. 

The 1993-95 Earth Vision team from 
Saginaw High School in Saginaw, Michi
gan conducted a project titled "A Study 
of the Webber Street Combined Sewer 
Retention Basin." They hypothesized 
that the new Webber Street Sewer Reten
tion Basin will prevent the release of 
untreated sewage from the basin's asso
ciated drainage area in the Saginaw River. 
Their research goal is to determine if the 
capacity of the new retention basin meets 
the NPDES requirement of the retention 
of a one-half inch, one-hour rain. 
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The Saginaw team is collaborating 
with the contracted engineering firm 
assigned to the design and construction 
of the Webber Street retention basin. 
Their calculations will be incorporated 
into the actual design of the facility. 

I-.. 

Implementing education and 
computational science programs 
at the high schools 

Each participating high school must 
develop an educational plan for the 
implementation of an environmental 
research and computational program at 
its school as well as conduct a specific 
research project of their own design. 
Central High School in Bay City, 
Michigan has established a School of 
Environmental Research (SER), which 
enrolled 60 students in the fall of 1994. 
The program is based on the Earth Vision 
experience and uses an integrated curricu
lum, including science, sociology, English, 
computer science, and math. Students 
in the program design and conduct envi
ronmental research, which is evaluated, 
supported, and taught by the teachers in 
each of the preceding disciplines. Profes
sional scientists provide external support 
and serve as mentors. They use the scien
tific workstations and have networked 
100 PCs with X Window System terminal 
emulation software so that they can use 
A VS for visualization. They are connected, 
through the Internet, to the Cray Research 
supercomputer at the NESC. The admin
istration of the high school has provided 
a common meeting time for the teachers 
to plan curriculum and activities. 

The SER is a "school within a school. " 
Central High School is an urban high 
school that has about 1400 students; even
tually the whole school will participate. 
The district and the state are examining 
this model for replication in other set
tings. The implementation of the educa
tion plans is a key element in the Earth
Vision strategy to expand the impact of 
the program and to sustain , institutional
ize, and establish environmental research 
and computational science at th e high 
schools. Each school designs an educa
tional plan based on the requirements and 
circumstances of its particular setting. 

Earth Vision originated in fiscal year 
(FY) 1993 as a pilot project, drawing 
participants in 14 counties surrounding 
the NESC in Bay City, Michigan. In FY 
1994, participants were drawn from the 
entire state of Michigan; in FY 1995 , 
EarthVision-Cleveland will begin, and 
participation will be extended from the 
Great Lakes region. It is anticipated that 
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by 1996, nationwide participation will be 
possible. Participants have represented 
rural, suburban, and urban communities. 

I-.. 

Modeling of a three-dimensional 
structure of the Arctic Ocean M2 tide 
with a high spatial resolution 

A set of numerical experiments mod
eling the three-dimensional structure of 
M2 tide in the Arctic Ocean in a coarse 
grid (55.6 km) was performed by Igor 
Polyakov and Nicolay Dmitriev in the 
Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute, 
St. Petersburg, Russia. They concluded 
that continental slope with a large hori
zontal depth gradient plays a very impor
tant role in formation of tidal current 
vertical structure. On the other hand, a 
low spatial resolution did not allow them 
to reproduce effects of tidal energy trap
ping by irregularities of bottom topogra
phy. In 1993 Zygmund Kowalik and 
Andrey Proshutinsky (Institute of Marine 
Science, University of Alaska, Fairbanks) 
used a two-dimensional numerical model 
of the Arctic Ocean with a high spatial 
resolution (13 .89 km) to demonstrate 
that in many locations of the Arctic 
Ocean, trapped waves of tidal origin are 
generated. These waves are a very impor
tant element of the ocean tidal dynamics; 
therefore, investigation of the three
dimensional structure of tides with high 
spatial resolution is advisable. This is a 
new approach for understanding real 
ocean processes. 

A three-dimensional, primitive equa
tions, numerical model is used to model 
tides. The model includes momentum, 
heat and salt balance equations, equa
tions of state and continuity, and hydro
static approximation. Processes of verti
cal turbulent exchange are described by 
variable coefficients related to vertical 
gradient of velocity and a scale of turbu
lence. The model has a free surface and a 
split timestep. The external mode is two
dimensional and uses a short timestep. 
It allows taking into account the dynam
ics of surface gravity waves . The internal 
mode is three-dimensional and uses a 
longer timestep . 

The Arctic Ocean domain is approxi
mated by a grid developed by Kowalik 
and Proshutinsky with a spatial resolution 
of 13.89 km. The model has 25 vertical 
levels. Tide forcing is done through the 
open boundaries of the computational 
domain and by astronomical forcing. 
The astronomical forcing includes not 
only tide-generating potential but also 
various corrections due to earth tide and 
ocean loading. As a first approach, the 

barotropic tide was simulated-tempera
ture and salinity were constant in space 
and time. The simulation covered 40 tidal 
periods (approximately 20 days) . During 
this time the problem has a quasi-stable 
solution. Cotidal maps (amplitudes and 
phases of sea level) and three-dimension
al structure of currents for the semidiur
nal principal lunar tide M2 were obtained 
as a result of the tide simulation. 

A comparison model of results against 
the results of Kowalik and Proshutinsky's 
two-dimensional solution shows that 
both sea level data sets are practically 
identical. Modeling accuracy is estimated 
by comparison against 250 coastal and 
pelagic stations (some stations from the 
available database are not included in 
the comparison because they are located 
in the small bays and rivers not resolved 
by our grid step). To demonstrate the 
proximity of calculated and measured 
amplitudes, coefficients, intercept, and 
standard deviation of the linear regres
sion line were used. The coefficients of 
correlation between two sets of data are 
calculated as well. Agreement is obtained 
for the coastal station with a coefficient 
of correlation equal to 0.95. Very good 
agreement also is achieved for the pelag
ic stations located in the North Atlantic 
where the correlation coefficient is 0.962. 

The most interesting result is related 
to a structure of tidal currents. The model 
demonstrated that there are many regions 
with local enhancement of tidal currents. 
These are limited zones (about 200 km) 
located close to shallows of islands, banks, 
seamounts, and continental slopes with 
large depth gradients. This phenomenon 
may be observed in the M2 tide charac
teristics only to the north from a critical 
latitude (74.5 degrees for the M2 tide) 
and was explained (Kowalik and Proshu
tinsky) as the shelf waves that are trapped 
or partially trapped by the irregularities 
of the bottom topography. According to 
the simulation, the maximal vertical vari
ability of tidal current occurs in these 
regions. On the other hand, in the deep 
portion of the Arctic Ocean, the tidal 
velocities are uniform from the surface 
to the bottom and close to a mean aver
age value. 

Future numerical experiments will 
consider real temperature salinity distribu
tion, and ice cover. High spatial resolution 
will allow tide-ice interaction and inter
nal waves generation to be described. 
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[!]ALLERY 

This skull image uses rendering software developed at the Arctic Region Supercomputer Center for their CRAY T3D system. A ray casting technique was used to visualize three-dimensional med
ical data obtained from magnetic resonance imaging. The software was designed and implemented by visualization manager Dr. John Genetti and research assistant Greg Johnson. 
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